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Abstract 
 
The objective of this dissertation is to investigate the effect wind energy has on the Electricity 
Supply Industry in Ireland. Wind power generation is a source of renewable energy that is in 
abundant supply in Ireland and is fast becoming a resource that Ireland is depending on as a 
diverse and secure of supply of energy. However, wind is an intermittent resource and 
coupled with a variable demand, there are integration issues with balancing demand and 
supply effectively. To maintain a secure supply of electricity to customers, it is necessary that 
wind power has an operational reserve to ensure appropriate backup for situations where 
there is low wind but high demand.  
 
This dissertation examines the affect of this integration by comparing wind generation to that 
of conventional generation in the national grid. This is done to ascertain the cost benefits of 
wind power generation against a scenario with no wind generation. Then, the analysis 
examines to see if wind power can meet the pillars of sustainability. This entails looking at 
wind in a practical scenario to observe how it meets these pillars under the criteria of 
environmental responsibility, displacement of conventional fuel, cost competitiveness and 
security of supply.  
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1.0. Introduction  
 
Ireland has the potential to generate the cheapest wind energy in the whole of Europe. It has 
the best land mass for thousands of miles to intercept the prevailing westerly wind from the 
Atlantic Ocean. Apart from a small area in the south of France, only Ireland, Denmark and 
Scotland have substantial areas of land where wind speeds at 50 meters above ground, on 
open planes, are above 7.5 meters per second.  
 
In Ireland, wind is an inherently secure source of energy as its resource availability is not 
determined by technical, commercial or geopolitical factors like some of the conventional 
fuels utilized. By employing a natural resource like wind energy, Ireland can achieve a 
security of supply while also meeting it renewable energy targets.  
 
The EU Directive on the Promotion of Electricity from Renewable Energy detailed indicative 
targets for each member state for 2010. In Ireland’s case, the target for electricity production 
from renewable energy in 2010 is 13.2% of gross electricity consumption. According to 
Figure 1.1 below, the installed renewable capacity to date is 1737 MW, with the majority of 
the capacity wind energy.  
 
 Figure 1-1; Installed Renewable Capacity (Eirgrid, 2010) 
 
These targets for each of the member states are being driven by the European Union’s 
commitment to climate change. Under the Kyoto Protocol, Ireland’s target is to keeps its 
increase in carbon dioxide (CO2) to 13% below 1990 levels between the periods of 2008 to 
2012. The target is particularly demanding as Ireland has achieved substantial economic 
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growth, resulting in increased emission growth over the past decade, since the targets were 
set. However, the employment of wind energy is helping to achieve reductions in emissions. 
In 2009, wind power displaced 1.28 metric tonnes of CO2 emissions. It also displaced 
215,000 metric tonnes of oil equivalent to a nation which is 89% dependant on imported 
energy supplies.  
 
It is anticipated that significant accelerated growth in the deployment of wind farms in 
Ireland will occur due the ambitious renewable generation targets required. In order for 
Ireland to reach national targets for renewable electricity generation, 40% of all electricity 
generated must be by renewable means by 2020, an estimated 5,500 – 6,000 MW of wind 
generation according to (SEAI, 2010). From the figure 1.2 below, renewable capacity 
currently installed is 1737 MW of the 6,209 MW of installed dispatchable capacity.  
 
 
Figure 1.2; System Statistics and records for July 2010 (Eirgrid, 2010) 
 
In order to achieve a sustainable energy infrastructure, it is essential to have three main pillars 
in which to build the energy policy upon. These include security of supply, cost 
competitiveness and environmental responsibility. Integration of wind generation in the 
operation and development of the electricity system is associated with both benefits and 
costs. For example, the investment cost of wind generation is greater than that of 
conventional gas or coal plants. However, generation of energy from wind saves fuel and 
hence reduces the cost of the system operation.  
 
Wind power has unique characteristics for electricity production. It has a zero fuel price risk 
so the cost of operation cannot fluctuate due to external fuel factors because the wind is an 
interminable natural resource. Wind power generation also has relatively low operational and 
maintenance costs. In addition, wind provides total protection from carbon costs and has no 
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resource constraints. Unlike conventional fuel, wind is environmentally friendly and Ireland 
has an abundance of indigenous natural resource to secure its future energy needs.  
 
Ireland currently has 143 wind farms on line and in operation from 31/5/10. This gives a 
current installed wind capacity in Ireland of 1679.3MW. If the wind farms operate at a 31% 
capacity factor then this wind power production will generate 4,560,307 MWh of electricity.  
In the national grid power system, the power balance between generation and consumption 
must be maintained on a continuous basis. The essential consideration in controlling the 
energy balance in the system is the frequency. If the generation exceeds the consumption then 
the frequency rises. However if the consumption exceeds the generation then the frequency 
falls. This must be regulated and balanced at all times and it is the responsibility of the 
system operator to ensure that the balanced is maintained.  
 
To balance the demand and supply, power plant generation is scheduled to match anticipated 
trends in demand. If there are any deviations from the anticipated demands, primary and 
secondary reserves are operated continuously to keep the system frequency close to its 
normal value. The electrical supply and distribution systems used worldwide are based on 
alternating voltages and currents known as AC systems. This is where the voltage constantly 
changes between positive and negative polarity and the current its direction. The number of 
changes per second is designated as the frequency and is measured in Hz. In Ireland and 
European electrical system the frequency is 50Hz. However, many other parts of the world 
operate at a 60 Hz frequency range. The frequency of the system is proportional to the 
rotating speed of the synchronous generators operating the system.  
 
A wind farm does not operate all the time, so backup capacity is essential. This is required 
when the wind levels are not strong enough to provide sufficient energy for electricity 
production. Furthermore, backup capacity is required when there are differences between 
forecasted and actual production of electricity into the system to have balance between the 
supply and demand. Delivering electricity to consumers is a logistical challenge.  
 
Wind power is disadvantaged compared to conventional generation. Conventional fuels, such 
as oil, gas peat and coal, are able to be stored and used according to the electricity system 
demand. However, with wind power there is no viable mechanism to store the wind energy 
and use it in accordance to the demand.  Wind energy must currently be used as the power is 
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being generated. This means that the electricity generated is greatly affected by the variable 
nature of the wind. The national grid therefore needs grid reinforcement and grid extensions 
to ensure a quality supply of electricity to customers.  
 
As wind penetration increases in the Irish Electricity Industry, there are a number of factors 
that the system operator has to consider when operating the national grid with significant 
amounts of wind power penetration. The system must have enough reserve to operate in a 
reliable fashion given the variable nature of the wind resource. Emission targets for the 
electricity industry must be met to comply with target set by the Kyoto Protocol and 
European Union standards. Operators will also have to ensure that increasing wind 
penetration does not jeopardize the dynamic stability of the system. All of these factors must 
be taken into consideration by the system operators to ensure that the national grid is run in 
an efficient and cost effective manner.  
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2.0. Literature Review  
2.1. Ireland’s Energy Market  
2.1.1. The single Energy Market  
The Single Energy Markey Operator (SEMO) operates an all island electricity market for 
Ireland. All the electricity is centrally traded through a pool system where licensed operators 
generate and sell their electricity to a licensed supplier who then sells it onto the pool. The 
supplier then receives a single market price for the electricity.  
Every generator in the market is given a daily dispatch schedule. This schedule outlines the 
power to be exported to the National Grid. Generators are then paid a capacity payment in 
compensation for their availability to generate above their scheduled dispatch. This capacity 
is essential for the operator to increase or decrease the generation at any given time to match 
the demand required. Therefore, the generators receive a payment for both the electricity they 
generate and sell to the Grid and a capacity payment for their availability.  
2.1.2. Regulations and Price  
The rules governing the electricity market in Ireland are enforced by the Commission for 
Energy Regulation (CER). There are two electricity markets that operate in Ireland. The first 
is the wholesale market and the second is the retail market for suppliers. The generators enter 
into an agreement with suppliers who sell their electricity on their behalf to the domestic and 
commercial market.  
The prices for the electricity market are set by the Single Market Operator (SEMO).  Prices 
are published on half-hourly basis and are calculated after the event. The price is a single 
market price for electricity and is based on many different factors; however the predominant 
influence is the cost of the energy used for that period (IWEA, 2008).  
In periods of low demand, the prices will be lower as the most efficient and low 
cost generation plants on the system are only in operation. As electricity demand increases, 
the amount of generators exporting to the grid needs to be increased. This is done 
incrementally, by continuously dispatching the next least expensive generator to the system. 
In this way, the cost of generation is kept to a minimum. 
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In periods of high demand, such as the daily 5p.m-7p.m peak, the market price rises sharply, 
as more expensive "big peak" generators are used to satisfy the peak in demand. These "big 
peak" generators run on more expensive fuel sources such as oil. 
2.1.3. Market Operation  
It is essential for the security of supply to be maintained at all times so there is a requirement 
for careful planning. This is done by delivering markets signals to electricity generators in 48 
different time periods a day. This is necessary to constantly meet the increasing and 
decreasing electricity supply while instantaneously meeting the changing demand.   
The inadequate dispatch would result in outages and have serious consequences for 
consumers that are heavily dependent on a reliable supply of electricity, such as hospitals and 
manufacturing plants. It is essential that there is always enough electricity to meet the 
demand. However if there is excessive amounts generated, it could cause an overload of the 
grid causing significant damage. As well as damage, overloading the grid would be an 
extremely costly waste of resources.  
The market also needs to have mechanisms to compensate generators when the actual 
dispatched energy is lower than the energy they were scheduled to dispatch and to pay 
generators for their availability to generate when required. This is known as operational or 
spinning reserve.  
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2.2. Transmission & Distribution Networks  
2.2.1. Transmission Networks  
The Irish national grid plays a vital role in the supply of electricity, providing the means to 
transport electricity from generators to the demand centres across the country. Power is 
transported through the system comprising of 400kV, 220kV and 110kV networks. The main 
interconnector with Northern Ireland is operated at 275kV. Eirgrid is the Transmission 
System Operator (TSO) in Ireland.  
 
Figure 2-1; All Island Transmission System (Eirgrid, 2010) 
The 400 kV and 220 kV networks form the backbone of the grid. They have higher capacity 
and lower losses than the 110 kV network. The 400 kV network provides a high capacity link 
between Moneypoint generation station, Galway on the west coast and Dublin on the east. 
The 220 kV network comprises a number of single circuit loops around the country. 
Typically large generation stations (greater than 100 MW) are connected to the 220 kV or 
400 kV networks (Eirgrid, 2006).  
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The transmission networks consist of high voltage power lines to transfer bulk power from 
major generators to areas of demand. Mainly the largest customers are connected to the 
transmission network. Transmission network voltages are usually operated above 100kV. The 
networks are designed to deal with numerous faults while simultaneously continuing to fulfill 
their function.  
 
Failure of a single element, such as a transformer or transmission line, is referred to as an N-1 
event, and transmission systems are capable of withstanding any such events. More complex 
cases of simultaneous failures of multiple elements (for example the failure of a transmission 
line when a parallel line had been disconnected for maintenance), are termed N-2. 
Transmission systems are capable of withstanding any such credible combinations (Hulle & 
Gardner, 2008).  
 
Transmission consists of mainly of overhead lines. However, transmission network also 
includes underground lines that offer the advantage of being less visually intrusive and raise 
less environmental issues. Transmission systems are operated by TSO and have the 
responsibility of constructing or owning the physical network.  
 
Transmission systems are actively managed through power system control centers. These 
control centers balance power entering and leaving the high voltage network, and 
reconfiguring the network to cope with planned and forced outages. This is a 24 hour activity 
that is stringently monitored and controlled to ensure there is a constant supply of power to 
the network.  
 
2.2.2. Distribution Network  
ESB networks are responsible for the distribution system and are the Distribution System 
Operators (DSO) in Ireland. They are responsible for constructing all the sub-transmission, 
medium and low voltage electricity network infrastructure in the country. The electricity 
distribution network includes all distribution stations, overhead electricity lines, poles and 
underground cables that are used to bring electricity to domestic and commercial customers 
across the country.  
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Figure 2-2; Electricity Pylons (ESB-Networks, 2010).  
 
Distribution networks are usually below 100kV. The purpose of the distribution network is to 
distribute power from the transmission network to customers. Distribution networks are less 
robust than transmission networks and their reliability decreases as the voltage levels 
decrease.  
 
For electricity supplied at Low Voltage by ESB Networks, the nominal standard is 230/400 
Volts, 50Hz.. ESB Networks undertakes to deliver single phase electricity within a voltage 
range of 207 Volts to 253 Volts. This is in accordance with European Standard EN50160 
(ESB-Networks, 2010).  
 
Single wind turbines and wind farms up to tens of megawatts may connect directly to the 
distribution system. This may include very small wind turbines connected at low voltage. 
Offshore wind farms are expected to connect to the transmission system (Garrad Hassan, 
2003).  
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2.3. Wind Forecasting  
2.3.1. Introduction 
Wind forecasting is an important issue for transmission system operation and planning. In the 
past, relatively low levels of predictability have been one of the main barriers to increasing 
wind energy penetration into the National Grid. This low level of predictability increases the 
costs associated with operating reserves and balancing intermittent wind generation. 
Nowadays, state-of-the-art wind forecasting model prediction methods are used to predict 
wind speeds typically as far away as 48 hours ahead. Wind forecasting gives the ability to 
maintain a secure grid and balance wind power with conventional power effectively. 
 
2.3.2. Physical & Statistical Models  
There are a number of different types of wind power forecasting methods and systems 
currently in use. The majority of these forecasting systems are based on different 
combinations of persistence, physical or statistical models. The statistical model approach is 
basically regression analysis on a combination of meteorological parameters. The physical 
model approach primarily aims to improve on numerical weather prediction models from the 
national meteorological offices. 
 
Figure 2-3; the building blocks of wind power forecasting systems (Giebel, 2003).  
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They mostly rely on deterministic weather forecasts, usually provided by national 
meteorological services, which can cause occasional high errors in a typical weather 
situation, as there is usually no indication available of uncertainty to each forecast (S. Lang et 
al, 2006) 
 
The statistical approach is relatively simple and very adaptable between geographic areas. In 
many situations it performs well. However, very complex terrain, where it is very strong time 
of forcing local skills, physical models can prove better. There are some others complications 
of physical models (Garrad Hassan, 2003).  
 
The implication of numerical weather prediction models requires a high level of skill and 
competency from the meteorologist. This high level of competency aims to reduce inaccurate, 
error ridden models. Furthermore, formulation and restitution of these models can be 
computationally expensive with high investment costs in the technical equipment. However 
physical models often incorporate a post processing statistical model, which aims to remove 
any remaining systematic errors. 
 
The aim of the models is to produce site specific forecasts. System operator needs to know 
what is happening in all of the wind farms on the network. In situations where it is not 
practical to forecast for each individual wind farm, the practice of up scaling can be 
employed. In this scenario, a selection of representative wind farms are modeled and 
forecasts for, with the results being up scaled to reflect the total capacity of wind energy  on 
the system. Modeling a few wind farms is clearly cheaper than modeling them all and, if the 
chosen wind farms truly representative of the others, such approach should introduce very 
little errors (Garrad Hassan, 2003).  
 
2.3.3. Ensemble prediction methods 
Another method of forecasting is by using ensemble predication models. Ensemble 
forecasting is a collection of quantitative forecasts giving a more accurate forecast, instead of 
using only one deterministic forecast. The use of the ensemble prediction methodology in 
numerical weather prediction provides useful information on the synoptic scale uncertainty in 
the weather prediction. This type of prediction methods can be applied in short term wind 
power forecasting. 
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This method is able to transform meteorological ensembles of wind speed and direction to 
ensembles of power production, and adjust the ensemble quantities so that these are 
probabilistic correct in the long run when evaluated on forecasts horizon basis.  
 
As of yet, there are no forecasting methods that will produce exact forecasts. There are 
always uncertainties regarding forecasts of factors are difficult to quantify. The proper use of 
knowledge of these uncertainties is important for better forecasting techniques. Uncertainties 
can be established on a post processing basis, with statistics built up over time. This 
information can then be used to inform decisions based on future forecasts. 
 
In a period of high forecast error, system operators could curtail wind generation, or impose 
tighter limits on rate of change of power. High forecast error is associated with passage of 
storm fronts, when there are rapid changes in outputs from wind farms. The worst case is 
when wind speed increase above the cut off speed of the wind turbines, causing a shut of the 
farm in a short period of time.  
 
Forecasting error must be up acceptable up to approximately 12 hours ahead. The longest 
start-up time, from cold to full power, for existing generation on the island is approximately 8 
to 10 hours (steam plant withdrawn boilers, e.g. Moneypoint). Other large steam plant with 
once-through boilers can go from cold to for load 3 to 4 hours. Therefore forecast further 
ahead that are found to be wrong at 12 hours ahead can be dealt with, at a cost in additional 
start-ups (Garrad Hassan, 2003).  
 
The worst-case scenario forecast errors need to be planned for. Underestimating the power is 
not a particular concern if the system operator can remotely limit output power and positive 
ramp rate from sufficient wind farms. The measures required to cope with wind forecasting 
errors include the following: 
 additional start-ups of conventional plant 
 rapid ramps in output power from conventional plant 
 ensuring that conventional plant is loaded below its economic optimum in order to be 
able to be ramped up as necessary 
 and curtailing wind generation 
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2.4. Variability  
2.4.1. Variability of wind power production & demand  
Wind power ebbs and flows over time, mainly due to the influence of meteorological 
fluctuations. This is often characterized as unpredictable. Variations occur on timescales of 
seconds, minutes, hours, days, months, seasons, years. Understanding these variations and 
their predictability is a key importance of the integration and optimal utilization of wind 
power in the power system. Electric power systems are variable regarding both demand and 
supply. The electrical demand is highly variable, depending on large number of factors, such 
as weather conditions, factory operations and TV schedules etc.  
 
Electricity production and consumption is variable and is largely influenced on planned and 
unplanned factors. The changing weather has a major influence on people’s consumption of 
electricity as they turn on and off heating and lighting. Millions of people can access 
electrical equipment at any time and these tvs, computers or lights can be turned on in an 
instant. This can lead to power surges, which causes immediate unbalance between forecasted 
and actual demand. An example of a power surge may occur during sporting cup finals where 
an unpredictable event like extra time can have a major impact on demand and cause this 
power surge. Varying demand from general consumers and industrial production creates a 
variable demand and this has to be successfully managed to ensure electricity is always 
available to consumers.  
 
To integrate wind farms and utilize the renewable power that can be extracted, it is important 
that these variations are understood so that optimal utilization can be made. Electric power 
systems are variable regarding both supply and demand; therefore the power systems are 
designed to deal with these variations.  
 
It is essential to take into account variability of wind into power system outputs. The 
variability of wind power output will smooth out to some extent if there is a large 
geographical spread of wind farms throughout the country. This is because of spatial 
variations of wind turbines in wind farms across the country. A sudden loss of all wind power 
on a system simultaneously due to the loss of wind is not a credible event. Sudden loss of 
large amounts of wind power due to the voltage dips in the grid can be prevented by requiring 
fault ride through from the turbines.  
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Generally, the variability of wind decreases when there is a wider spread of wind farms 
located throughout a country. Larger areas also decrease the number of hours of zero output - 
one wind power plant can have zero output for more than 1000 hours during year, whereas 
output of aggregated wind power in a very large area is always above zero (IEA, Design and 
operation of power systems with large amounts of wind power, 2009).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-4; The wind power production in West Denmark showing the variability of wind 
power output over a period of 500 hours. The graph shows the load variation of the wind 
power output in comparison to the national grid requirement.  
 
Geographical dispersion of the wind power plants is just as crucial as the size and area of the 
windfarms in terms of variability as demonstrated in figure 2.5. The landscape can have an 
influence on the power output of the windfarms. Offshore, the wind resource has been found 
to be more coherent, thus increasing the variability compared to similarly distributed onshore 
windfarms.  
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Figure 2-5; the smoothing effect of geographical dispersion of a single wind farm and 
distributed wind farms, both rated at 1000MW (IEA, Variability of Wind Power and other 
Renewables: Management Options and Strategies , 2005) 
 Wind power production can vary a lot in longer timescales. System operators only need to 
deal with the net power output of large groups of windfarms, and the wind power variability 
has to be viewed in relation to the level and the variation in the power demands. Variations 
within the hour are not easy to forecast, but are smoothed out to a great extent when 
considering a larger area. 1 hour, 4 hours or even 12 hour variations can be forecasted to take 
into account scheduling power units to match demand.  
 
Figure 2-6 shows the extreme variations of large-scale regional wind power as a percentage 
of the installed capacity. Large-scale changes in variation are more likely to occur over 
longer periods of time. The figure demonstrates the variations in the number of different wind 
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power production countries. In Ireland, there can be extreme variation of +/- 70% over 12 
hour periods. This is in line with other regions such as Denmark, Portugal and the United 
States. Also, in the short periods of 10 to 15 minutes, variations of+/-12% may also occur in 
Ireland. 
For large individual wind turbines, the variation in power output on the second scale is very 
small. This is due to the averaging of the wind field across the rotor and the filtering effect of 
the turbine inertia. But, for an individual wind farm, the variation in the aggregated power 
output is not as small for timescales of tens of seconds, due to the averaging of the output of 
individual turbines across the wind farm. For a number of windfarms spread across a large 
area such as the National electricity system, the variation in the total power output of 
windfarms is small for time scales from minutes or less, or even up to tens of minutes. This is 
the geographic diversity effect.  
 
 
Figure 2-7; variations of wind power production in Germany (IEA, 2009) 
 
This geographic diversity effect or smoothing effect of wind power production from larger 
areas is due to low correlation of production from different sites. The figure 2.7 shows the 
variations of wind power production smoothing out faster when the timescale is small. The 
example is taken from Germany. 
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2.4.2. Balancing  
 
In Power Systems, the power balance between generation and consumption must be 
maintained on a continuous basis. The setup parameter in controlling the energy balance in 
the system is if the system frequency of the generation exceeds the consumption, then the 
frequency rises, however if consumption exceeds generation, then the frequently falls. It is 
the responsibility of the system operator to ensure that the power balance is maintained 
constantly.  
 
At all times the power output of the connected generation to a power system must be equal to 
the total power demand plus the total loss of the system. If there is a temporary excess of 
generation then over load of the system frequency will arise, and if the total load plus excess 
losses exceed the total connected generation, the system frequency will fail.  
 
Power system operation is connected to maintain the power system frequency within 
acceptable preset limits at all times. In Ireland these limits are 49.8 to 50.2Hz in normal 
operation. In order to do this, generation reserves are made available to maintain the power 
balance in the event of loss of connected generation. The level of reserve held is directly 
related to the largest single in feed into the power system, from conventional generation, 
wind generation or interconnectors (Garrad Hassan, 2003).  
 
Figure 2-8; Categories of generation reserves from ESB National Grid  
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Power system operation covers several timescales, ranging from seconds to days. Primary 
reserve is activated automatically by frequency fluctuations. Generators and primary control 
respond rapidly, usually within 5 to 15 seconds. Such imbalances may occur due to the 
tripping of thermal units at the sudden disconnection of a significant load. The immediate 
response from primary control is required to reinstate the power balance, so that the system 
frequency is at a stable rate again. 
 
For intermediate response to power imbalances, significant generation reserves must be 
available by generation units in operation. Secondary reserve is active or reactive power, 
activated manually or automatically, and instated 5 to 20 minutes after the occurrence of the 
frequency deviation from nominal frequency. It backs up the primary reserve and this will be 
in operation until long term reserves substitute this. The secondary reserve consists of 
spinning reserve (hydro or thermal plants in part load operation) and standing reserve (rapidly 
starting turbine power plant and load shedding) (EWEA, 2005).   
 
The changes in loads in generation, resulting in a power imbalance, typically predicable, are 
scheduled in advance. Primary and secondary control operates continuously to keep the 
system frequency as close to 50Hz as possible. 
 
Consumption of electric power varies per minute, hour and day. The power balance must be 
continuously maintained and the generation is scheduled to match these longer term 
variations. Some generators require several hours to be started and synchronized to the grid. 
Generators that are to be available during midday peaks must have been started hours in 
advance of the anticipated peak. Furthermore, shut down is also a lengthy process and 
requires several hours of cooling prior to restarting.  
 
During the operational hour, the balancing task is usually taken from the individual power 
producers by the system operator. This is the most cost-effective method. The load will then 
smooth out when aggregated and only the net imbalances in the system area need to be 
balanced to control the frequency. System operators have the information on schedules for 
production, consumption and interconnection usage. The schedules are either made by 
themselves or are provided by the electricity market or other parties that are involved 
(producers, balance responsible players or program responsible parties). They may also use 
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online data forecasts, for example, load and wind power to assist them in their operational 
duty. During the operational hour they follow the power system operation and call producers 
that have generators or loads as reserves to activate them according to the need, to balance 
power system net imbalances (EWEA, 2005).  
 
To balance the demand and supply, the power plant generation is scheduled to match 
anticipated trends in demand. If there are any deviations from the anticipated trends it is 
essential that primary and secondary reserves are available. These reserves must be operated 
continuously to keep the system frequency as close to 50Hz as possible. 
 
Wind power may affect the use of primary and secondary reserves during the operation hour. 
Wind power development will have little to no influence on the amount of primary reserves 
required. On second/timescales, rapid variations in total wind power capacity occur 
randomly, such as existing load variations. When aggregated with load and generation 
variations, the increase in variability due to wind is very small. Furthermore, the amount of 
primary reserve allocated in the Power Systems is dominated by potential outages of large 
thermal generation plants, meaning it can easily cope with these rapid variations. 
 
The impact of wind power electricity generation and the need for secondary reserves will 
only be increasingly significant from wind energy penetration levels of 10% up-words. The 
main impact of wind power will be on how conventional units are scheduled to follow load 
(hour to day timescales). If output from a wind plant could be accurately predicted to 1 to 2 
days in advance, schedulers could more easily determine units that would need to be 
committed. The lack of accurate forecast adds further uncertainty to the commitment 
decision, on top of the uncertainty associated with load forecasting. The result is that the unit 
might be unnecessarily committed, or that it may not be committed when it is required. 
Therefore the greater flexibility of the power units, then the later scheduling commitment 
decisions may be made. 
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2.4.3. Balancing through the market 
 
In the UK, the power of variation is handled by the markets. Demand of variation is reflected 
in market prices and supply contracts to ensure more generation when demand is high and 
less when it is low.  
 
Generators and wholesalers/suppliers enter into bilateral contracts. More than 90% of UK 
electricity is traded by this method. These long term contracts and can stretch as far as 
months or even years ahead of real-time. Contracts incorporate time of day variations (UK-
ERC, 2006) 
 
Small amount of electricity trade, allow-market players to buy and sell electricity for a rolling 
half-hour time periods. These markets operate from a couple of days until one hour ahead of 
real-time. At that one hour point in time bilateral trading between generators and consumers 
is suspended and energy volume of bilateral trade between generators and suppliers is 
notified to settlement systems. This is the gate closure.  
 
After the gate closure, balancing mechanism operates in the period from one hour ahead of 
real-time and allows anticipated shortfalls to be accommodated through direct trades between 
the system operators and large to consumers or generators of electricity. 
 
Once the gate closure is finalized, the contracts for balancing services to increase or decrease 
output and frequency response will occur automatically due to the action of a range of 
automatic controls. These reserve and response provisions for system are quite complex, and 
highly important to the intermittency.  
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2.5. Operational Requirements of Wind farms  
2.5.1. Wind turbine operation  
Wind turbines convert wind energy into electricity by using the kinetic or moving energy of 
the wind to create motion. The force of the wind blowing causes the turbine blades to rotate 
and this in turn rotates the drive shaft. This is all made possible by the aerodynamic design 
properties of the turbine’s blades which result in the speed of the wind approaching it 
creating a spinning effect.   
 
Figure 2-9; Wind turbine dynamics (www.daviddarling.info, 2010) 
This rotating motion of the drive shaft feeds through a gear box. This gear box then in turn 
delivers the motion required for a generation unit to produce electricity by using the motion 
to create a magnetic field and generate an electric current.  
Wind turbines require operating speeds of around Beaufort Force 3 (3-5 m/s) to adequately 
generate electricity. The wind turbines reach a maximum power output at Beaufort Force 5 
(11-14 m/s). However, during periods of high wind such as Beaufort Force 10 winds (25m/s) 
or greater, the wind turbines shut down to prevent excessive wear and tear.  
The amount of electricity that a single turbine is able to generate is dependent on the size of 
the blades, the wind speed and the efficiency with which the particular deign the turbine is 
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able to convert wind energy into electrical energy.  However, the theoretical maximum 
efficiency of which a wind turbine can extract from the wind blowing across is 59%. This is 
known as Betz limit.  
 
2.5.2. Frequency  
 
The electrical supply and distribution systems used around the world today are based on 
alternating voltages and currents known as AC systems. The voltage is constantly changing 
between positive and negative polarity. The number of changes per second is designated the 
frequency of the system and is measured in Hz. In Europe the frequency is 50Hz. However 
many other places in the world, such as America, operate at 60 Hz.  
 
The frequency of the system is proportional to the rotational speed of the synchronous 
generators operating in the system and they are essentially running at the same speed. 
Increasing the electrical load in the system tends to break the generators and the frequency 
falls. The frequency control system then increases the torque on some of the generators until 
equilibrium is restored and the frequency is 50Hz again (Energy, A/S, & Windenergie-
Institut, 2001).  
 
To ensure a secure power system operation in normal conditions and avoid problems during 
frequency restoration, some network operators have reversed their requirements and now 
require wind turbines to stay connected and operate at a wider band. If the frequency 
deviation is outside a nominal band then, the frequency falls out of range. This can jeopardize 
the reliability of the power system.  
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Figure 2-10: Requirements for frequency range in which power production units should stay 
online (EWEA, 2005) 
 
The figure 2.10 above shows Ireland’s frequency range compared to other wind producing 
countries such as Denmark, Germany, England, Wales and Scotland. Areas marked in blue 
depict frequency ranges where wind turbines are able to operate continuously at full power 
output. Red frequency ranges require (time, power output or both) the limited operation of 
wind turbines, where they should stay connected to contribute to the frequency restoration 
and stable power system operation. The synchronous zones of the UK and Ireland, being 
smaller and having less inertia to prevent large frequency changes, operate in a broader range 
than that of the European interconnected system (EWEA, 2005).  
 
2.5.3. Grid Codes  
The code outlines a comprehensive list of requirements that must be met in order to be 
connected to the grid. All regulations governing grid connections are contained in the grid 
code and its supporting documents.  The Grid Code states that "...For the protection of the 
Transmission System and Users’ Plant and Apparatus directly connected to the Transmission 
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System, and in order to maintain, insofar as is possible by Good Industry Practice, stable and 
secure operation of the Transmission System for the benefit of all Users, it is necessary to 
require certain minimum technical, design and operational criteria to be met by Users’ Plant 
and Apparatus..."  
The basic requirements of grid codes is the obligation for wind turbines to operate 
continuously at normal rated output in normal rated ranges, maintain constant terminal 
voltage and stay connected during voltage step changes within the voltage ranges specified.  
Grid codes should reflect the technical guidelines for the grid connection of wind power 
stations. These guidelines require operational behavior comparable to that of conventional 
generation capacity.  
 
The Grid Code is critical to the operation of the power system in a liberalized energy market.  
These technical guidelines establish the rules governing the operation, maintenance and 
development of the transmission system and sets out the procedures for governing the actions 
of all transmission system users (Eirgrid, 2010). 
 
Grid codes determine what is required of power plant when connecting to the national grid. 
Grid codes require wind power plants to include a requirement for fault ride through in the 
event of system fault. The generator must stay online during three phrase and single line to 
ground faults and in the range of grid frequencies. Grid code can also include the requirement 
for reactive power control. In some cases, this may be 0.95 at the point of interconnection. 
Grid codes may also require the need to supply SCADA, as agreed with the transmission 
system operator (TSO). 
 
2.5.4. Power Cap  
 
The TSO must be able to remotely set a limit on the output of power of a particular wind 
farm. The reasons for this are to ensure that wind generation is gradually reduced in advance 
of a storm so that the turbines are not shut down in a short period of time. This is essential to 
allow for maintaining a minimum load on other generators so a base load of consistent power 
is always provided. Another reason for control of wind farms is in the case of failures or other 
limits within the transmission system.  
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This limit is best implemented in the wind farm controller, i.e. not directly in the wind turbine 
controllers. This limits the measurement and communication requirements within the wind 
farm, and more importantly will take account of any wind turbines, which may be down for 
maintenance. The wind farm controller will implement this by sending set-point signals to the 
wind turbine (Garrad Hassan, 2003).  
 
 
2.5.5. Rate of change of power: positive & negative  
 
The TSO may require the limitation of positive and negative changes of active power output 
also known as ramp rates, to suppress large frequency fluctuations caused by extreme wind 
variations during wind farm start up and shut down. The ability of wind farms to control their 
ramp rates will facilitate higher wind penetration (EWEA, 2005).  
 
The TSO has the ability to limit the positive ramp rate for the output power of a wind farm. 
This is required when other power systems reduce their output for a general reduction in 
demand. This may occur after a daily peak in demand. It may also be required when wind 
penetration becomes high enough that wind ramp rates become similar to maximum ramp 
rates from conventional generation systems.  
 
Clearly it is not possible to provide guaranteed maximum negative ramp rate from a wind 
farm on timescales of minutes, as sudden reductions in wind speeds is possible. However it is 
possible to set a ramp rate to be met during shutdowns (Garrad Hassan, 2003).  
 
Maximum negative ramp rates on timescales of hours can be forecasted. It can be forecasted 
where excessive negative rates are likely to occur and then the output of the wind farms can 
be reduced in advance, so that maximum negative change that eventually occurs can be 
limited to a value that the system can cope with.  
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2.5.6. Reactive power  
Reactive power is associated with fluctuating exchanges of energy stored in capacitive 
components, such as capacitors and cables, and inductive components, such as transformers 
and motors. The synchronous generator can produce reactive power when over magnetized or 
consume power when under magnetized. Voltage control is affected by controlling the 
magnetized level of the generator. A high magnetized level results in high voltage and 
production of reactive power.  
 
Many wind turbines are equipped with induction generators. The induction generator is 
basically an induction motor, a consumer of reactive power, in contrast with to the 
synchronous generator which produce reactive power.  
 
At no load (idling), the consumption of reactive power is in the order of 35-40% of the rated 
active power increasing to around 60% at rated power. In any given local area with a wind 
turbine, the total reactive power demand will be the sum of the demand of the loads and the 
demand of the wind turbine. To minimize losses and to increase voltage stability, the wind 
turbines are compensated to a level between their idling reactive power demand and their full 
demand, depending on the requirements of the utility company. Thus the power factor of the 
wind turbine, which is in the ratio between active power and apparent power, is in general in 
the range above 0.96 (Energy, A/S, & Windenergie-Institut, 2001).  
 
 
2.5.7. Voltage Control  
 
Grid codes require that wind turbines control their own terminal voltage to a constant value 
by means of an automatic voltage regulator. This regulator protects the generator from 
supplying or absorbing too much reactive power by over and under excitation protection. 
This is especially important with dealing with transmission system voltage fluctuations. A 
modern wind farm is capable of controlling the voltage at a point of connection to a pre-
defined set point of grid voltage, as dispatched from the TSO.  
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As wind is displacing conventional generation, wind turbines should be capable of supplying 
a proportion of the system reactive capacity, including the dynamic capability and contribute 
to the maintenance of the reactive power balance. The requirements of the grid codes for 
reactive power capability range from 0.925 (leading) to 0.85 (lagging), (EWEA, 2005).  
 
 
2.5.8. Transient Stability (fault ride through) 
 
An issue with wind farm electricity generation is the ability of the generators to operate and 
to remain stable when faults occur on the transmission network. In the past, all wind turbines 
were required to disconnect when a fault occurred on the nearby electrical system. Faults may 
be cause by natural occurrences such as storms, lightening, equipment failure or third party 
damage. With relatively low transmission circuit impedances, fault conditions can cause a 
large transient voltage depression across wide network areas.  
 
Figure 2-11; Fault ride through capability of wind farm power stations (Wind-Grid, 2005) 
 
The requirement means that the wind farms must be able to continue to operate during and 
after the fault on the nearby electrical system. Such a fault will produce a severe voltage dip 
at the wind farm. This will reduce the power that may be exported from the wind farm for a 
period of several hundred milliseconds, and therefore the turbines will accelerate if nothing is 
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done. The critical parameters are the depth and the duration of the voltage dip (Garrad 
Hassan, 2003).  
 
Conventional large synchronous generators are expected to trip only if a permanent fault 
occurs on the circuit in which they are connected. Other generators that are to adjacent 
healthy circuits should remain connected and stable after the faulty circuits are disconnected. 
Every system is designed to withstand a maximum sudden loss of a defined amount of 
generation capacity.  
 
2.6. Network Stability  
2.6.1. Network Stability  
 
There are a number of faults that occur in the network that are associated with preventing 
stability. These can include tripping of transmission lines such as overloading, short circuits 
and loss of production capacity. Tripping of transmission lines due to overload or component 
failure disrupts the balance of power flow. The reactive power following periods of network 
faults in a highly loaded transmission grid may force the voltage operating point of the 
network in the area to a point of instability. The result is a period of low voltage and then a 
complete power loss.  
 
Loss of production capacity obviously results in a large power unbalance momentarily and 
unless the remaining operating power plants have enough so called “spinning reserve”, that is 
generators not loaded to their maximum capacity, to replace the loss within very short time a 
large frequency and voltage drop will occur followed by complete loss of power. A way of 
remedy in this situation is to disconnect the supply to an entire area or some large consumers 
with the purpose of restoring the power balance and limit the number of consumers affected 
by the fault (Energy, A/S, & Windenergie-Institut, 2001).  
 
The most common source of power loss occurs through short circuits. These faults range in 
severity from the one phase fault caused by trees growing up and into an overhead 
transmission line, to a two or three phase fault; growing more severe. This leads to many of 
the impedances being cleared by the relay protector on the transmission system either by 
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disconnection and fast reclosure, or by disconnection of the equipment in question after a few 
hundred milliseconds. These situations all result in low voltage or even no voltage followed 
by a period where the voltage returns. This can result in a large off shore wind farm in the 
vicinity disconnecting from the grid as the protection technology equipped on the wind farm 
will see this situation as a loss of production capacity. This will further aggravate the 
situation with a short circuit and a wind farm disconnection occurring.  
 
2.6.2. Effect of Wind Turbines on the Grid  
 
Generators are fitted with relays, which are designed to disconnect them from the system if 
the rate of change in frequency exceeds a preset value. The ESB National Grid system has a 
rate of change limits for conventional generators of 0.5Hz/second. Therefore the presence of 
wind generators on the National Grid would provide no greater risk than conventional 
generators due to these relay systems. 
 
Conventional steam generation systems assist the network through inertia. Under sudden loss 
of generators, the system frequency will decrease any mechanical energy and then withdraw 
it from all of the synchronously spinning in inertia on the system. The greater the connected 
inertia, then the slower the drop in frequency. Energy stored in the system is withdrawn as 
fast as governor valves can operate, to increase the output of the thermal plant.  
 
However wind turbines respond differently. Fixed speed turbines that remain within their 
frequency and voltage operating limits can provide some benefit from their inertia. Variable 
wind speed turbines will not naturally provide this benefit. Therefore if variable speed wind 
turbines displace conventional generation, the total system inertia will decrease. The rate of 
change in frequency and depth of the frequency dip caused by sudden loss of generation will 
both increase.  
 
For both wind turbine concepts, reserve is only available if the wind turbines had previously 
been de-loaded by the required amount. This is likely to be very uneconomical, unless it is 
only implemented for a few critical hours per year. This is credible, at least for primary and 
secondary operating reserve.  
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2.6.3. Operating reserve 
 
The system operators must continuously balance the demand the generation of electricity 
over time horizons in fractions of a second, minute, hours, days, weeks and months ahead. 
The system operator will plan these generation requirements based on a forecast of demand 
and a schedule of planned power-station operation. Variations in the level of demand 
forecasted and scheduled generation, after be covered by operating reserve if the system is to 
remain in balance. 
Operating reserve can be provided by electricity generators and interruptible electricity 
consumers. The appropriate form of operating reserve will depend on the time horizon being 
considered, whether it is fractions of a second or hours ahead. Longer term balancing is 
dependent on the appropriate level of generation capacity to meet anticipated system 
demands and operating reserve requirement (Garrad Hassan, 2003).  
 
If the electricity demand generation are not maintained in balance, then the frequency of the 
system will deviate from the operating range. All power systems within the EU, including 
Ireland, maintain a frequency of 50Hz, with an error tolerance of no more than plus/minus 
0.5Hz. If there is this insignificant generation to meet demand at any time then the system 
frequency will fail, whereas a surplus of generation over demand will lead to an increase in 
system frequency. Low-frequency events can be corrected to an increase in generation or 
reduction in demand, where as high-frequency events require a reduction in generation. The 
consequences of unchecked frequency excursions are potentially severe and in extreme cases 
it can result in a blackout across the entire electricity system. Electricity systems are designed 
to operate within the operating frequency range.  
 
Severe frequency excursions are normally avoided to the use of operating reserve to limit the 
extent of frequency diversion. Frequency excursions can take many forms, from slow acting 
inaccuracies in the forecast of demand, where demand generation drifts out of balance over 
time, to the sudden shocks to the system following the loss of significant generation or 
demand due to a plant or network fault. Operating reserve requirements range from small 
short-term frequency variations to load following over a longer time frames, further include 
the need to respond to sudden large imbalances following the loss of a major generating unit 
(SEI, 2004).  
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Figure 2-12; operating reserve in managing frequency excursions (SEI, 2004) 
 
Primary operating reserve 
Primary reserve is the most critical form of reserve for system security, as it acts in a very 
short timescales of a few seconds to stop the fall in frequency following an incident. There 
are two forms of primary response. The first is the inertial response. This is the inherent 
response of synchronized generators to changes the system frequency through a change in its 
rotational speed and kinetic energy. The second is fast response. This is the automated action 
to increase generation from scheduled plant. Fast response is provided typically by an 
automated governor control, which increases the power delivered by conventional generators 
in proportion to the frequency drop. An example of this may be in the case of steam cycle 
plant; by releasing the potential energy stored as steam pressure within the boilers. 
 
 
Figure 2-13; Inertial response (SEI, 2004)  
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Secondary operating reserve 
 
The aim of secondary reserve response is to return the system frequency to 50Hz. Secondary 
response operates over the period from 15 seconds to 90 seconds after their initial occurrence. 
Secondary response can be provided by part loaded generating plant that had been scheduled 
to operate below their full load. These generating plants can be ramped up to full load in a 
matter of minutes following a low-frequency event, or ramped back further in a high 
frequency event. 
 
Tertiary response 
 
In the event of a major incident, the role of tertiary response is to replace the lost generation 
or to meet the unexpected demand for 90 seconds after the initial incident. Tertiary response 
will continue until such time that the plant can be returned to the system or demand returns to 
anticipated levels, or that replacement generating plant can be scheduled to operate. This may 
require tertiary reserve for a matter of minutes or several hours.  
According to ESB National Grid’s grid code there are four types of Tertiary response. 
 Band 1 Tertiary operating reserve- being sustained over periods of 90 seconds to 5 
minutes 
 Band 2 Tertiary operating reserve- being sustained over periods of 5 minutes to 20 
minutes 
 Replacement reserve - over periods of 20 minutes to 4 hours 
 Contingency reserve that may be required to operate from up to 24 hours ahead of 
real-time 
Tertiary response is generally provided by standing reserve plant that is not currently 
operating, but which is capable of fast start. In Ireland, due to their comparatively small 
nature of the power system, such plant may be used to provide a secondary reserve response. 
These plants may also provide backup generation at demand sides or a black start capacity at 
power stations. On a day-to-day basis, Tertiary response provides the load following ability 
to meet changes in the pattern of demand over the day and to ensure that peak demand can be 
met in the event of the loss of a major generating unit (SEI, 2004).  
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2.6.4. Ensuring generation adequacy 
 
Power systems are designed to have significant production capacity to meet the variable 
power load requirements for customers. Wind presents challenges for utility companies to 
meet variable demands with variable production. A greater degree of wind penetration on the 
system does not necessarily equate to degradation of the generation adequacy. Wind power 
cannot completely replace conventional power megawatt for megawatt. The system operators 
must seek to balance production with generation without breaching system constraints, while 
simultaneously maintaining the quality of supply to customers, while also operating system 
economically. This is made more difficult with the addition of wind variability on timescales 
of seconds to hours. 
 
From a theoretical point of view, the variability introduced by wind should not be significant 
until the penetration is sufficient for variations to be similar in scale to the variability 
introduced by random behavior of electricity customers. In short timescales of seconds or 
minutes, wind forecasting error over a large geographical area is expected to be small 
compared to load forecasts, except during extreme events such as storm fronts, in which most 
forecasting effort is being expended. On timescales of days, forecasts of wind production can 
be wrong by 100%, which is clearly much greater than the forecasting error for demand 
(Garrad Hassan, 2003).  
 
Generators from conventional power systems deliver a range of essential services that are 
necessary for the operation of a power system. These essential services that operators use to 
control the power system are known as ancillary services. They range from operating reserve 
and reactive power through short-circuit current contribution and black start capability. 
However, wind generators are unable to produce these ancillary services in a transmittable 
and controllable way.  
 
Very large wind farms which rated output of several hundred megawatts, connected to the 
transmission system at a single point, will have more significant impact on the system power 
and energy balance than the same total output dispersed in small wind farms over a large 
area. This is because the weather will be very rarely uniform over a large country. The 
significance of this is that the wind speed at one area would affect only a portion of the total 
rated output of wind energy. However, if the entire capacity of wind power was concentrated 
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in one place, the total output would be affected, and impact on the power system would be 
correspondingly greater. A transmission system operator therefore could reasonably expect 
that the combined output of wind farms which were widely dispersed across the country 
would fall to 0 only in certain circumstances. With this dispersed wind power, reliance could 
normally place on the availability of some portion of their combined rated capacity. 
However, if the same total capacity were to be concentrated at one point, much less reliance 
could be placed. The downside to this first generation across the country is that it requires 
more significant transmission system reinforcement. 
 
 
2.7. Off shore grid connection  
 
Offshore grid connection consists of wind farms geographically concentrated off the coast. 
These off shore wind farms avail of the sea winds that provide an unhindered airstream.  
For large onshore wind farms high voltage 100kV overhead power lines distribute the power. 
However this is not the case with off shore wind farms. They require heavy duty submarine 
cables to carry the power from the off shore wind farms to an onshore connection.  
 
Greater capacities and distances from shore (beyond 50 kilometres) are factors that make it 
technically difficult to connect high-voltage three-phase current (Reactive Power) to the 
mainland grid. Therefore, subsequent phases will probably need to provide for high-voltage 
direct current (HVDC) transmission to land. However, converting alternating current to direct 
current at the wind farm and reconverting direct current to alternating current on land is 
technically more complicated and expensive than using a three-phase current connection. 
(DENA, 2010) 
 
The principle layout for an offshore wind farm is in the mould of an onshore connection and 
follows the basic functional requirements. A typical layout for an offshore wind farm is 
shown below. The diagram shows clusters of wind turbines, each connected to a medium 
voltage ring. This principle is a diverse method to that used on an on shore wind farm 
practice, where the wind turbines are connected to a number of radial cables from the 
medium voltage switch gear in the transformer station.  
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Figure 2-14; AC offshore grid connection (Energy, A/S, & Windenergie-Institut, 2001) 
 
Each wind turbine is equipped with a transformer stepping up from a generator voltage. 
Transformers going directly from low voltage to voltages higher than 36kV are not standard 
products and hence are far more expensive, if technically feasible at all. (Energy, A/S, & 
Windenergie-Institut, 2001).  
 
The transformer station is an offshore structure. These are generally in the form of structures 
used in the oil and gas industries. One of the more common construction techniques used in 
these operations is a one pole foundation with a top section containing the equipment. The 
foundation is then established on site before the top section, completely tested and equipped, 
is transported and placed on site by a floating crane onto the foundation.  
 
On large wind farm installations, transformers are used to increase the voltage to a level 
suitable for transmitting the energy produced to the connection point. On small to medium 
size wind farm installation, transformer may not be required. When the transformer is used in 
the connection of high transmission voltages, the transformer will need to be oil cooled, 
possibly with two secondary windings, each with half the nominal rating of the transformer, 
in order to keep the short circuit power level at medium voltage down to a manageable level.  
The submarine cable to the shore may be subject to dangers such as fishing anchors which 
may cause faults. The weather may cause difficulties for repair of off shore equipment, 
especially in wintery conditions. This is a severe disadvantage of the off shore wind farms 
due inaccessibility in harsh weather conditions. Faults will be difficult to repair until the 
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weather conditions improve. Submarine cables are similar to underground cables but are 
equipped with a lead sheath and steel armour to protect it from mechanical damage and to 
make it watertight. The extra weight is needed to anchor the cable and prevent strong currents 
disturbing the line.  
 
A cable is a capacitor with a much higher capacity than overhead lines. The reactive power 
production is a in a cable is considerable and a 40km long cable at 150kV would produce 
around 100Mvar, that is more or less the reactive power used by a 150MW wind farm 
induction generators. The high voltage grid will probably not be able to absorb this amount in 
all the operating conditions and since the demand of the wind turbine is zero when they are 
disconnected from the grid in periods of low wind speeds reactors will have to be installed to 
compensate for this reactive power production (Energy, A/S, & Windenergie-Institut, 2001).  
 
Figure 2-15; Arklow Banks Offshore wind farm (IWEA, 2008).  
 
In very long connection distances from the wind farm to the shore, the loading currents from 
the reactive power production may take a considerable part of the transmission capacity. In 
this situation, high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission techniques are necessary. The 
manner requires an AC voltage at both ends of a DC line, requiring an extra AC cable parallel 
to the DC line. This produces large amounts of harmonics and requires filters to remove this 
problem.   
 
One of the main losses in the system is the no- load loss of the transformer. It is important 
that the no-load loss of the installed transformer is low. Additionally, the low voltage cable 
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between the wind turbine and the transformer should be short to avoid high losses. In general, 
at the medium voltage lines, the losses are low due to the currents. Only for large wind farms 
or for long distance are the losses of the medium voltage lines important. In general, the 
electrical losses are usually in the range of 1%- 2% of the energy yield of the wind turbine or 
of the wind farm (Energy, A/S, & Windenergie-Institut, 2001).  
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3.0. Case study  
 
3.1. Denmark 
 
3.1.1. Background  
 
Denmark, a relatively small country with the population of 5.4 million, produces the largest 
amount of wind energy in Europe. Denmark's commitment to industrial wind power has put it 
in the position of a world leader in the wind turbine market. As a result, Denmark produces 
some of the world’s largest onshore and offshore wind farms. 
 
Denmark has a state owned electricity supply network comprising of two independent grids, 
operated by its Transmission System Operator (TSO) Energinet.dk. West Denmark (mainly 
Jutland and Funen) functions as part of the major continental system, while East Denmark 
(mainly Zealand) is a component of the Nordic system. Denmark's grids are heavily 
implicated in the transmission of coal, gas, hydro and wind based electricity between 
neighbouring countries. This transfer involves long established AC and DC interconnectors. 
This gives the Danish great operational flexibility in the generation and distribution of 
electricity.  
 
 
 
Figure 3-1; Offshore wind turbines in Denmark (Sharman, 2005) 
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Three quarters of Denmark's generating capacity, 12.71 GWe, is represented by 16 central 
and 728 local combined heat and power plants (CHP). These installations can produce 
electricity up to 85 to 90% efficiency on the basis of imported coal or gas derived from North 
Sea reserves. Of the 728 smaller decentralized plants, 43 are over 10 MW capacities, 56 are 
between 5 and 10 MW, while 629 are less than 5 MW (Mason, 2008).  
 
Denmark's remaining capacity is associated with wind turbines which have been developed 
over the past 20 years. Denmark's aim is to reduce its reliance on fossil fuels and reduce its 
carbon emissions. In 2005, Denmark operated 5,267 wind turbines, of which about 200 were 
offshore wind turbines. Three quarters of these were located in the western region of 
Denmark. Two of Denmark's offshore wind farms are the largest in the world, located at 
Nysted and Horns Rev. These two wind farms produce the equivalent of 16% of the national 
electricity demand. 
 
 
Figure 3-2; Wind turbines installed in Denmark (Sharman, 2005) 
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3.1.2. Efficiency of Wind Power Generation  
 
The technical efficiency of the wind power generation is affected by the geographical 
location, prevailing winds, and turbine rotor heights. Part of wind power produced in 
Denmark varies according to the weather conditions but bears little relationship to the 
demands of electricity. An increase in wind speed from 9 to 11.5 m/s at the Horns Rev 
offshore wind farm could double production from about 80 to 160 MW within a few minutes. 
Conversely, adverse conditions can greatly restrict production. In the years 2005, 2006 and 
2007, annual load factors for Danish wind turbines were about 24, 22 and 26% (Eltra, 2005). 
 
Both the onshore and offshore electricity production is improved by reducing turbulence from 
wind passing adjacent turbines. This is done by distancing wind turbines by 7 to 10 times the 
rotor diameter. In Horns Rev and Nysted, the turbines are separated between 550 and 750 
meters apart. However, at Nysted, the wind power production has been observed to fall by as 
much as 40% (Sharman, 2005) from the first turbine to the last turbine in a row, while a 
reduction in wind speed of 1 m/s has been observed 2 km downwind from this wind park 
(Mason, 2008).  
 
 
 
Figure 3-3; 80 wind turbines producing 160 MW of power at the Horn Rev offshore wind 
farm (Sharman, 2005) 
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3.1.3. Balancing the Grid  
 
During 2006 and 2007, about 6.11 and 7.17 TWh of wind power was generated in Denmark. 
This equates to about 17% and 20% of the country's annual consumption of electricity, 
however the highly variable nature of the wind production means that it cannot be used as 
base load. As its contribution to total supply increases, predictability and quality of overall 
electricity production deteriorates. This increases the amount of electricity that becomes 
surplus to requirements. Furthermore, it becomes increasingly more difficult for the TSO to 
regulate and maintain balance in the supply system. According to the wind speeds and 
conditions, the grid must be continuously stabilized by regulation of the output from domestic 
coal and gas burning power stations, and smaller local plants, as well as the adjustment of 
imports from or exports to neighboring countries.  
 
Between 2000 and 2003, 44% to 84% of Denmark's annual output of wind electricity was 
judged to be surplus to local demand and had to be exported. In 2004 wind power output 
equated to about 18.5% of the total domestic electricity production. But from this wind power 
production, 70.5% of this power was being exported outside of Denmark. Thus, wind power 
accounted for only 6% of consumption. Furthermore, in 2006, 80.3% of the output from wind 
turbines from the Jutland – Funen region (West Denmark) was disposed of abroad, while East 
Denmark’s wind power equated to only 11% and most of this power was used locally. 
(Techconsult, 2007).  
 
In every power grid, load and demand has to be balanced dynamically as there is effectively 
no storage in the transmission and distribution system. The West and the East Danish grids of 
share interconnections with neighboring countries but are not linked to each other. West 
Denmark is tied into the neighboring grids of Sweden Norway and Germany with a total 
interconnector capacity of 2400 MW. This is equivalent to 2/3 of the region's peak winter 
demand. West Denmark makes full use of its interconnectors for balancing wind power as 
there is a strong correlation between wind output and net power outflows. However, the 
interconnectors were built primarily to link Norway and Sweden to Germany and without 
their prior existence it may not have been viable for West Denmark to build the capacity on 
its existing scale.  
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The success of the interconnectors has a lot to do with the extent to which both Sweden and 
Norway generates hydro power. They can supply between 50 and 100% of their electricity 
needs from water turbines. Hydropower output can be adjusted very rapidly as the highly 
variable wind power flows through the interconnectors. In addition to this, neighboring 
countries, Norway Sweden and Germany, are many times bigger than West Denmark. This 
can act as a power sink to stabilize West Denmark is much smaller grid. 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 3-4 above shows the changes in the wind output each hour during 2002 in West 
Denmark's electricity generation express as a percentage of the total capacity (Sharman, 
2005).  
 
Norway and Sweden, generally hydro supplied grids, are able to accommodate power surges 
from West Denmark. Hydropower is a good match for wind power, due to its rapid variability 
and adjustment. This means that both these countries are well placed to accommodate large 
penetrations of power from wind farms. It is particularly convenient that, especially Norway 
can conserve its hydro potential by assimilating Danish surpluses during windy weather and 
provide hydroelectricity as backup when wind conditions are poor in Denmark.  
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Figure 3-5; West Denmark has a total interconnector capacity of 2400MW with its 
neighbours Germany, Norway and Sweden (Sharman, 2005).  
 
3.1.4. Forecasting  
 
However, Denmark also experiences difficulties with their forecasting. Wind forecasting to 
the requirements of the transmission system operator is a major challenge as even the best 
mean average wind speed can only be predicted to within 1 m/s. For West Denmark, this 
equates to 320 MW or 12% of wind capacity. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-6; forecast versus actual wind power output in West Denmark on 27 October 2002 
(Sharman, 2005). (Mason, 2008) 
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3.1.5. Carbon Emissions  
 
Denmark's annual carbon emissions are still significantly high despite its green reputation. 
Denmark relies heavily on backup plant to balance the large amount of wind power produced. 
This electricity production through conventional means uses coal as the alternative to wind. 
The dependence still on fossil fuels shows that Denmark cannot rely on wind. The 
intermittent and variable nature of its industrial wind power system resources and the need 
for dependable sources of spinning reserve mean that the operational efficiency of the backup 
plant is reduced. This counteracts a significant portion of the carbon saving claimed for wind 
power. 
 
Denmark's intention to further increase wind power generation will not reduce Denmark's 
emissions of carbon dioxide because more wind leads to greater exports to neighbours. 
Carbon emissions may be reduced in some of these neighbouring countries but few emissions 
savings will accrue in Denmark due to the increased rely on coal and other backup plant. 
 
3.1.6. Conclusion  
 
Denmark has the world's highest concentration of wind turbines per head of population. 
These produce the equivalent of 1/5 of its annual demand for electricity. However around 
half of this cannot be directly used or stored within the country. The rest of Denmark's annual 
production of wind electricity has to be then exported to its neighbouring countries. This is to 
secure the operational integrity of its domestic power transmission systems. By exporting this 
electricity, it is often done at cheap or dumping price rates. This surplus is transferred to 
Norway Sweden and Germany via international interconnectors big enough to take most of 
the potential output of wind power. Without this Denmark would be unable to maintain the 
integrity of its grid or dispose of it large surplus of power.  
 
To resolve its storage and transmission problems and expand export markets, Denmark is in 
the initial stages of seeking ways to exploit surpluses within national boundaries at the 
moment of production. The opportunistic use of excess wind power for resistance heating 
water district heating plants is being examined, as well as the production of hydrogen as a 
fuel carrier. Another option under investigation is the use of excess wind power to recharge 
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batteries of electric cars. Denmark also has to restructure its modern domestic supply 
systems. One project being examined is the integration of wind turbines of decentralised gas 
fired plants in highly automated cells. These gas dependent systems will operate as 
independent, adjustable, virtual power plants controlled by regional and national control 
centres (Mason, 2008). 
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3.2. Wind Farm Profile  
3.2.1. Meentycat Co. Donegal 
 
Meentycat wind farm, located five miles northeast of Ballybofey, Co. Donegal is one of the 
largest wind farms in Ireland. Meentycat has a capacity of 72MW. In January 2004, Airtricity 
began construction on the installation of the 38 turbine wind farm. Power from the wind farm 
is transmitted to the national grid via 110kV substation located at Meentycat. The wind farm 
has the ability to supply power to approximately 45,000 homes per annum.  
 
The types of turbines commissioned on the Meentycat wind farm are Siemens Wind Power 
models. There are two types of turbines utilized on site. The first is a 2.3MW turbine with a 
rotor diameter of 82m and hub height of 60m. There are 23 of these employed on site while 
there are 15 smaller models. These smaller models are 1.5MW turbines with rotor diameters 
of 60m and hub heights of 43m.  
 
 
Figure 3-7: A picture of the Meentycat wind farm located near Ballybofey in Co. Donegal  
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Figure 3-8: Wind Rose for the Meentycat wind farm (Irish Energy Centre, 2010)  
 
The mean annual wind speed at the site at height of 30m is 7.28m/s. As seen from the wind 
rose above, the prevailing wind direction is south –westerly with than 50% of the time the 
wind blows from the west and southerly directions. Furthermore, the wind regime is 
characterised by strong, steady winds. The wind farm benefits from being located close to 
coastal regions with little obstructions to benefit from the strong sea winds.  
 
 
 
Figure 3-9; Wind Speed V capacity factor for a average monthly period for Meentycat wind 
farm (Irish Energy centre 2010) 
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The monthly wind speed / capacity factor graph shows the ratios of wind speed to the power 
output of the wind farm. It is evident from the graph that the farm has low outputs of between 
10 and 20% for wind speeds between 4 and 6m/s. The graph also demonstrates that two third 
of the monthly period produces less than 35% of the capacity factor. The wind farm only 
reached over 50% of the capacity factor on 3 occasions. The wind farm has a mean capacity 
factor 28%, just below the ESB’s average of 32% throughout the country.  
 
The Meentycat wind farm is owned and operated by Airtricity. Airtricity is owned by parent 
company Scottish and Southern Energy (SSE).  Together they own and operate 32 wind 
farms across Europe, with a further 13 wind farms currently under construction. SSE is the 
largest wind power generator in the UK and Ireland with a capacity of 2,200MW. The picture 
below shows the wind farms owned and operated by Airtricity and SSE in Ireland and 
Northern Ireland.   
 
 
Figure 3-10; Airtricity owned wind farms (Airtricity, 2010)  
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4.0. Analysis  
 
4.1. Problem  
 
Over the past number of years, some distinct trends have emerged within the electricity 
generation market in Ireland. New generation capacity has risen at a rapid rate. Since 2001, a 
total of 2213 MW has been added to the generation system capacity while only 335 MW has 
been removed. This growth in capacity now sees Ireland’s total generation capacity at 4821 
MW.  
 
This trend is going to continue to grow into the future with more capacity added to the 
system. This new generation capacity is predominantly two types; gas fired combined cycle 
gas turbine (CCGT) and wind power generation. Under these conditions, Ireland’s generation 
portfolio would be heavily based towards CCGT and wind power generation, with the 
remainder being made up of some open cycle gas turbines, coal, peat, pumped hydro and 
hydro generation capacity. 
 
Ireland currently has 1679.3 MW of wind generated power connected to the National Grid 
and continually seeking to install more wind power generation. What will be the effect that 
wind power generation will have on the performance of the Electricity Supply Industry? 
 
 
 
A  Cost Simulation Model has been derived to investigate the cost impact that wind power 
generation has on the Electricity Supply Industry. This model will establish how wind 
generation compares to conventional generation and will ascertain the affect of increasing 
wind energy on the overall cost of electricity generation. The Cost Model allows for a 
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number of scenarios. The first is to establish the cost implication of having wind power in the 
network against the scenario of no wind on the network. In this situation, each of the 
generating technologies are quantified in terms of cost of generating electricity by 
technology. This will establish whether or not it is beneficial in terms of cost of having wind 
power generation connected to grid.  
 
In addition, a Practical Scenario Assessment will be carried to measure the effectiveness of 
wind energy currently utilized in Ireland. This will be carried out on actual figures 
ascertained from Eirgrid. The figures compare the wind power produced in Ireland in July 
2010 against the system demand to establish how wind power contributes towards the total 
system demand. Four days are selected randomly to establish how wind power production 
compared to the demand required for these days.  
 
From these figures, a Practical Scenario Assessment will then be carried out with the aim to 
establish whether wind energy is a viable resource for Ireland in terms of three performance 
indicators;  
 Displacement of Conventional Fuel Usage   
 Impact on the Environment  
 Cost Comparison  
 Security of Supply  
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4.2. Cost Model  
4.2.1. Fuel Cost Comparison  
 
This fuel cost comparison examines the generation cost of wind power against the cost of 
other conventional power currently used in Ireland today. To accurately assess the cost of the 
generation technologies, various assumptions were made to ensure that all the technologies 
can be evenly evaluated. The capital cost of investment and operation and maintenance are 
also factors in the comparison. Furthermore, for the technologies such as peat, oil, gas and 
coal; the cost of fuel is also incorporated into the assessment.  While with wind power 
generation there is no fuel requirement as the wind is a natural resource.  
 
It is essential to establish the cost of electricity production across the range of generating 
technologies available in Ireland. Figure 4.1 below outlines the cost of generation from wind, 
open cycle gas turbines, closed cycle gas turbines, coal, oil, peat, biomass, CHP and hydro.  
 
 
 
Figure 4-1; Cost of Generating Electricity by Technology (SEAI, 2006) 
 
Figure 4.1 shows the cost inputs used for the portfolio analysis broken down by technology 
type. This graphic also demonstrates how the different cost components determine the final 
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cost of electricity. For instance, for fossil fuel based stations the fuel cost component is the 
dominant factor whereas for renewable plants it is the capital cost. One important element to 
note here is that an intermittency penalty of €6/MWh is applied to those technologies such as 
wind where output is variable. It is included under the variable operating cost component. 
This accounts in some way for the cost of supplying back-up in cases where variability 
reduces electrical output. 
 
4.2.2. Generation Mix 
 
To investigate the effects of the implementation of wind power on the overall operational 
cost, it is necessary to establish the amount of wind power in the grid compared to the 
conventional generation of electricity. The pie chart below represents the current fuel mix in 
Ireland in 2010 according to Eirgrid. It is obvious from the chart that gas is the premier fuel 
consumed in the generation of electricity in Ireland to date at 65.1%. The second largest fuel 
is then coal at 13.5% and the third highest is wind power at 8.9%.  
 
 
Figure 4-2; Ireland’s current fuel mix to date according to (Eirgrid, 2010) 
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However, to simulate the cost of wind power generation it is necessary to compare wind 
generation against a scenario with no wind generation in the grid. Therefore the pie chart 4.3 
below shows the generation mix excluding wind energy production.  
 
 
Figure 4-3; Generation mix without wind generation included  
 
By excluding wind energy production, a simulation on the cost of electricity production can 
be made to quantify the overall cost of electricity generation per Megawatt and compare the 
effect that the cost wind generation is having on the system.  
 
The simulation has taken into account a number of factors. The cost model has assumed that 
all of the available generation technologies are being utilized. The technologies in use are 
used as a percentage of their overall contribution to electricity generation as expressed in the 
pie chart 4.3 above. Therefore for each megawatt generated, each technology is utilized as the 
percentage of their capacity in the system. Furthermore, according to Eirgrid the Maximum 
System Demand ever recorded in Ireland 4950MW at 17.45 hrs on 07 January 2010. The cost 
models will assess the grid capacity from 0 MW to 4950 MW.  
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4.2.3. No Wind Scenario  
 
The table below simulates the cost of electricity production excluding wind generation. The 
cost of electricity production for each technology is taken from “Cost of Generating 
Electricity by Technology” chart 4.1 from SEAI and accounts for the percentage of electricity 
generation by each technology from the pie chart Figure.  
 
  Coal Peat Oil  Gas  Others  Hydro  Pumped 
Hydro 
Cost of 
electricity 
production 
MW €65MWh 
@ 15% 
€110MWh 
@ 10% 
€105MWh 
@ 1% 
€75MWh 
@70% 
€50MWh 
@ 1% 
€75MWh 
@ 2% 
€75MWh 
@ 1% 
 MW/h 
0 €0 €0 €0 €0 €0 €0 €0 €0 
248 €2,413 €2,723 €260 €12,994 €124 €371 €186 €19,070 
495 €4,826 €5,445 €520 €25,988 €248 €743 €371 €38,140 
743 €7,239 €8,168 €780 €38,981 €371 €1,114 €557 €57,210 
990 €9,653 €10,890 €1,040 €51,975 €495 €1,485 €743 €76,280 
1238 €12,066 €13,613 €1,299 €64,969 €619 €1,856 €928 €95,349 
1485 €14,479 €16,335 €1,559 €77,963 €743 €2,228 €1,114 €114,419 
1733 €16,892 €19,058 €1,819 €90,956 €866 €2,599 €1,299 €133,489 
1980 €19,305 €21,780 €2,079 €103,950 €990 €2,970 €1,485 €152,559 
2228 €21,718 €24,503 €2,339 €116,944 €1,114 €3,341 €1,671 €171,629 
2475 €24,131 €27,225 €2,599 €129,938 €1,238 €3,713 €1,856 €190,699 
2723 €26,544 €29,948 €2,859 €142,931 €1,361 €4,084 €2,042 €209,769 
2970 €28,958 €32,670 €3,119 €155,925 €1,485 €4,455 €2,228 €228,839 
3218 €31,371 €35,393 €3,378 €168,919 €1,609 €4,826 €2,413 €247,908 
3465 €33,784 €38,115 €3,638 €181,913 €1,733 €5,198 €2,599 €266,978 
3713 €36,197 €40,838 €3,898 €194,906 €1,856 €5,569 €2,784 €286,048 
3960 €38,610 €43,560 €4,158 €207,900 €1,980 €5,940 €2,970 €305,118 
4208 €41,023 €46,283 €4,418 €220,894 €2,104 €6,311 €3,156 €324,188 
4455 €43,436 €49,005 €4,678 €233,888 €2,228 €6,683 €3,341 €343,258 
4703 €45,849 €51,728 €4,938 €246,881 €2,351 €7,054 €3,527 €362,328 
4950 €48,263 €54,450 €5,198 €259,875 €2,475 €7,425 €3,713 €381,398 
 
Table 1; Cost of electricity generation excluding wind energy production 
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Table 1 shows that the increase in electricity demand requires an increase in electricity 
generation. Therefore, this leads to an increase in cost of electricity generation. The capital 
cost of the peak demand of 4950 MW would be €381,398 if wind energy was not 
contributing to the overall generation.  
4.2.4. Wind Scenario with Operational Reserve  
 
However, to compare the cost of adding wind energy to the system, a table was compiled to 
demonstrate the cost of wind energy production. A number of factors were also taken into 
account. According to the ESB / Eirgrid National Grid a plant margin (additional reserve) of 
31.2% is required to take into account security of supply in the event of sudden loss of wind 
generation due to un-forecasted plunges in wind speeds.  
 
 
 
Figure 4-4: Plant margin to meet security of supply. Ireland has a Wind power generation in 
the category of 1500MW so we currently require 31.2% operational reserve. (Eirgrid, 
Renewable Energy , 2010) 
 
In this cost model, additional reserve required as backup generation for wind power was 
taken as pumped hydro. The current cost of pumped hydro as a spinning reserve is €70/ MWh 
of the 31.2%.  
 
Furthermore, the maximum amount of wind capacity currently connected to the grid is 
1679.3MW. This wind capacity amounts to 35% of highest demand of electricity ever 
required to date (4950 MW). The table 2 continues the simulation on to show the cost of wind 
production (35% - 100%) if there were larger amounts of wind power than currently 
connected to the national grid. These figures are outlined in red.  
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Wind 
MW 
wind load 
factor % 
Plant margin 
of 31.2% 
€58/MWh Wind 
Generation 
Operational 
Reserve €70 
Cost of wind 
production (MW/h) 
0 0 MW extra  Pumped hydro  
248 5 77 €14,355 €5,405 €19,760 
495 10 154 €28,710 €10,811 €39,521 
743 15 232 €43,065 €16,216 €59,281 
990 20 309 €57,420 €21,622 €79,042 
1238 25 386 €71,775 €27,027 €98,802 
1485 30 463 €86,130 €32,432 €118,562 
1733 35 541 €100,485 €37,838 €138,323 
1980 40 618 €114,840 €43,243 €158,083 
2228 45 695 €129,195 €48,649 €177,844 
2475 50 772 €143,550 €54,054 €197,604 
2723 55 849 €157,905 €59,459 €217,364 
2970 60 927 €172,260 €64,865 €237,125 
3218 65 1004 €186,615 €70,270 €256,885 
3465 70 1081 €200,970 €75,676 €276,646 
3713 75 1158 €215,325 €81,081 €296,406 
3960 80 1236 €229,680 €86,486 €316,166 
4208 85 1313 €244,035 €91,892 €335,927 
4455 90 1390 €258,390 €97,297 €355,687 
4703 95 1467 €272,745 €102,703 €375,448 
4950 100 1544 €287,100 €108,108 €395,208 
 
Table 2; Cost of wind generation per MW/h including an operational reserve 
 
Table 2 shows a cost of €138,323 per MWh for the maximum amount of wind generation 
currently connected in Ireland today. Furthermore, if there was only wind power connected to 
the grid then it would cost €395,208 per MWh to supply electricity to entire country at a peak 
demand of 4950MW.  
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4.2.5. Current Cost of Electricity Production 
 
Table 3 below demonstrates the inclusion of wind power and the additional reserve required 
to generate electricity in Ireland. The cost of electricity production includes the percentage of 
each technology contributing to the total generation mix (from pie chart) and it also includes 
the additional reserve of wind cost. The additional reserve is 31.2% of the 8.9% of wind 
power connected to the grid.  
 
Plant 
margin 
of 
31.2% 
MW Coal peat oil  gas  others  hydro  pumped 
hydro 
wind  Wind 
Backup 
(gas) 
Cost of 
electricity 
production 
with wind  
MW 
extra 
for 
wind  
Generated  €65MWh 
@ 13.5% 
€110MWh 
@ 8.7% 
€105MWh 
@ 0.8% 
€75MWh 
@65.1% 
€50MWh 
@ 0.2% 
€75MWh 
@ 1.8% 
€75MWh 
@ 1.1% 
€58MWh 
@8.9% 
€75MWH 
@8.9% 
  
0 0 €0 €0 €0 €0 €0 €0 €0 €0 €0 €0 
77 248 €2,172 €2,369 €208 €12,084 €25 €334 €204 €1,278 €515 €19,189 
154 495 €4,344 €4,737 €416 €24,168 €50 €668 €408 €2,555 €1,031 €38,377 
232 743 €6,515 €7,106 €624 €36,253 €74 €1,002 €613 €3,833 €1,546 €57,566 
309 990 €8,687 €9,474 €832 €48,337 €99 €1,337 €817 €5,110 €2,062 €76,754 
386 1238 €10,859 €11,843 €1,040 €60,421 €124 €1,671 €1,021 €6,388 €2,577 €95,943 
463 1485 €13,031 €14,211 €1,247 €72,505 €149 €2,005 €1,225 €7,666 €3,093 €115,131 
541 1733 €15,203 €16,580 €1,455 €84,589 €173 €2,339 €1,429 €8,943 €3,608 €134,320 
618 1980 €17,375 €18,949 €1,663 €96,674 €198 €2,673 €1,634 €10,221 €4,124 €153,509 
695 2228 €19,546 €21,317 €1,871 €108,758 €223 €3,007 €1,838 €11,498 €4,639 €172,697 
772 2475 €21,718 €23,686 €2,079 €120,842 €248 €3,341 €2,042 €12,776 €5,154 €191,886 
849 2723 €23,890 €26,054 €2,287 €132,926 €272 €3,675 €2,246 €14,054 €5,670 €211,074 
927 2970 €26,062 €28,423 €2,495 €145,010 €297 €4,010 €2,450 €15,331 €6,185 €230,263 
1004 3218 €28,234 €30,791 €2,703 €157,094 €322 €4,344 €2,654 €16,609 €6,701 €249,451 
1081 3465 €30,405 €33,160 €2,911 €169,179 €347 €4,678 €2,859 €17,886 €7,216 €268,640 
1158 3713 €32,577 €35,529 €3,119 €181,263 €371 €5,012 €3,063 €19,164 €7,732 €287,829 
1236 3960 €34,749 €37,897 €3,326 €193,347 €396 €5,346 €3,267 €20,442 €8,247 €307,017 
1313 4208 €36,921 €40,266 €3,534 €205,431 €421 €5,680 €3,471 €21,719 €8,763 €326,206 
1390 4455 €39,093 €42,634 €3,742 €217,515 €446 €6,014 €3,675 €22,997 €9,278 €345,394 
1467 4703 €41,264 €45,003 €3,950 €229,600 €470 €6,348 €3,880 €24,274 €9,793 €364,583 
1544 4950 €43,436 €47,372 €4,158 €241,684 €495 €6,683 €4,084 €25,552 €10,309 €383,772 
 
Table 3; Cost of electricity generation including wind and operational reserve 
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4.2.6. Cost Comparison of Wind & No Wind Scenario  
 
Table 4 below comprises of the cost of electricity generation with wind but no reserve, 
without wind, and with wind generation and additional reserve.  
 
 Cost of electricity 
production without 
wind  
Cost of electricity 
production with 
wind (but no 
backup) 
Cost of electricity 
production with 
wind & backup  
MW    
0 €0 €0 €0 
248 €19,070 €18,673 €19,189 
495 €38,140 €37,346 €38,377 
743 €57,210 €56,019 €57,566 
990 €76,280 €74,693 €76,754 
1238 €95,349 €93,366 €95,943 
1485 €114,419 €112,039 €115,131 
1733 €133,489 €130,712 €134,320 
1980 €152,559 €149,385 €153,509 
2228 €171,629 €168,058 €172,697 
2475 €190,699 €186,731 €191,886 
2723 €209,769 €205,404 €211,074 
2970 €228,839 €224,078 €230,263 
3218 €247,908 €242,751 €249,451 
3465 €266,978 €261,424 €268,640 
3713 €286,048 €280,097 €287,829 
3960 €305,118 €298,770 €307,017 
4208 €324,188 €317,443 €326,206 
4455 €343,258 €336,116 €345,394 
4703 €362,328 €354,790 €364,583 
4950 €381,398 €373,463 €383,772 
 
Table 4; Cost comparison of electricity generation with and without wind generation  
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From table 4, it can be seen that the most cost effective form of electricity generation is when 
wind is included in the generation mix but there is no additional reserve. However, this 
scenario is highly unlikely due to the variability nature of wind production and wind 
forecasting.  
 
The table also demonstrates that it is more cost effective not to have wind on the grid than 
have wind generation. The cost is marginal. It costs €95,349 per MW 1238MW for a 
generation fuel mix without wind, whereas, it costs €95,943 for the same amount of 
electricity generation with wind and reserve included. However, this cost may seem minimal 
but over periods of days, weeks, months and years the accumulation difference will increase 
substantially. The figure 4.5 below demonstrates the cost comparison of electricity generation 
with the various scenarios of wind.  
 
 
Figure 4-5; Cost comparison of electricity generation with and without wind generation  
 
The figure 4.6 represents the cost increase as the wind percentage increases for the winter 
peak demand of 4950MW. As the percentage of wind penetration increases it becomes less 
cost effective to have wind connected to the grid as it requires large amounts of additional 
reserve.  
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Figure 4-6; Cost of electricity generation as the wind penetration increases in the grid for a 
winter peak demand of 4950MW 
 
Figure 4-7; Cost of electricity generation as wind penetration percentage increases in the grid 
for a summer valley of 1687MW 
 
Similarly to the winter peak, with the summer valley electricity demand of 1687MW, there is 
also an increase in as the wind penetration percentage increases on the national grid. From the 
figure 4.7 above, it is obvious that the most cost effective generation of electricity is when 
there is no wind on the grid at all.   
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4.3. Practical Scenario Assessment  
To accurately assess the effectiveness of wind generation in Ireland, the actual wind 
generation figures for the month of July 2010 were obtained courtesy of Eirgrid. The figures 
of wind power generation include the accumulated total of wind power from all the wind 
farms in Ireland against the Total System Demand.  
 
 
 
Figure 4-8: Wind power generated compared to overall power demand in Ireland in July 
2010. The graph also demonstrates the forecasted wind generated compared to actual overall 
power demand.  
 
4.3.1. Base load of wind power output for selected days in July  
 
To investigate the effect that wind power generation is having on the national grid, it is 
imperative to analyze the base load power output for selected days during July 2010. The 
days selected for analysis were 2
nd
, 12
th
, 16
th
 and 29
th
 of July. The study observes all of the 
wind power accumulated in Ireland on the selected days and uses the base load figure as the 
minimum amount of wind power contribution. The aim is to examine how much conventional 
power can be withdrawn from the grid as wind power replaces that conventional power.  
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Figure 4-9; Base load wind power generation on 2
nd
 July 2010 was 371 MW 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-10; Base load wind power generation on 12
th
 July 2010 was 6 MW 
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Figure 4-11; Base load wind power generation on 16th July 2010 was 340 MW 
 
 
Figure 4-12; Base load wind power generation on 29th July 2010 was 19 MW 
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From the previous 4 charts, 4.9 to 4.12, it is obvious to note that there are considerable 
differences between the wind power generated in Ireland on the selected days. On the 2
nd
 and 
the 16
th
 of July, there was 371 MW and 340 MW of base load power contribution to the 
National Grid. But this wind power output only contributed to 22% and 20% of the 1679 MW 
total capacity of wind power installed in Ireland.  
 
However, the wind power generated on the 29
th
 of July contributed less to the national grid. 
On that particular day the base load generation was only 19 MW. This is 1.1% of the total 
installed capacity.  
 
Furthermore, on the 12
th
 July 2010, 6 MW was the base load output for all the wind farms in 
Ireland. This was only 0.36% of the total 1679 MW installed capacity of wind energy. This is 
the equivalent of two 3 MW turbines connected to the national grid. Therefore, the variability 
of wind as an undependable resource can clearly be seen.   
 
 
4.3.2. Wind Generation compared to the total system demand for 
selected days in July  
 
 
To further investigate the wind power contribution to the national grid, the wind power 
generated has been plotted against the system demand for the 4 selected days. 
 
The system demand follows a similar trend in each of the selected days. In each of the days, 
the system demand takes a sharp rise between 5am and 10am as the power demand in the 
country rises. This is a cyclical trend that continues as most households and commercial 
premises demand a surge of power at these times and therefore there is the sudden power 
requirement.  
In contrast, the wind power generation in each of the 4 selected days does not have a 
particular trend. It is random and variable and the levels of wind power generation are highly 
dependable on the forecast methods of wind predication.  
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Figure 4-13; the wind generation on 2
nd
 July against the total system demand  
 
 
 
Figure 4-14; Wind Generation output versus Total System Demand on 12
th
 July 2010 
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Figure 4-15; Wind Generation output versus Total System Demand on 16
th
 July 2010 
 
 
 
Figure 4-16; Wind Generation output versus Total System Demand on 29
th
 July 2010 
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The wind generation on the 2
nd
 July provided a base load of 371 MW which contributed 
towards providing 11% of the 3406 MW maximum demand, while providing 19% of the 
1889 MW minimum demand.  
 
In the figure 4.14, of the 12
th
 July, the base load wind power contribution towards the total 
system demand was 6 MW. This base load provided 0.34% of the minimum system demand 
of 1791MW and maximum 0.18% of the maximum system demand on that particular day.  
 
However, on the 16
th
 of July, the base load power of the wind generation was 340 MW. This 
contributed towards providing 19% of the minimum system demand and 10% of the 
maximum total electricity generation requirement of 3411 MW.  
 
Furthermore, on the 29
th
 July 2010, 19 MW base load wind power that was generated in 
Ireland contributed towards 1% of the minimum system demand of 1839 MW and 
contributed towards 0.57% of the 3350 MW maximum system demand.  
 
 
4.3.3. Exploration of Results  
 
 
To investigate the effectiveness of wind power in Ireland and the impact that wind generation 
is having on the Electricity Supply Industry in a practical simulation, the results are 
investigated under the following performance indicators: 
 Displacement of conventional fuel usage  
 CO2 emission savings  
 Cost comparison 
 Security of Supply  
 
To assess displacement of conventional fuel usage and CO2 emissions, two scenarios were 
utilized in the evaluation. These include fuel saver scenario and forecasted scenario.  
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Fuel Saver scenario  
 
The fuel saver mode of operation assumes that the generation and reserve required on the 
system is planned with no consideration given to the forecasted wind production. The fuel 
saver approach plans the system to operate solely with conventional generation. When wind 
power production is present, it is assumed that conventional generation backed off in 
accordance with a merit order to lower operating points. Conventional plant can be backed 
off as far as minimum operating point but no generation plant is turned off. If wind 
production reaches a level such that no more conventional generation can be backed off, then 
any further wind production will be curtailed. The fuel saver approach allows issues of 
forecasting and reliability of wind production along with some issues of system dynamics to 
be ignored.  
 
Forecasted Scenario 
 
The mode of this operation uses the methodology of a planned generation and reserve on the 
system with explicit consideration given to the forecasted wind power production and 
forecasted errors. This approach considers the increased need for reserve on the system due to 
the uncertainty in the wind power forecasts and also considers the decreased need for 
conventional generation due to the forecasted wind power production. Using this system 
operation approach, the forecast horizon of the planning period becomes a significant factor 
as wind power forecast errors for an hour ahead are much smaller than those for a day ahead. 
This will result in a need for larger amounts of reserve for hours planned with longer forecast 
horizons.    
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4.3.4. Displacement of Conventional Fuel Usage  
 
The graph 4.17 below demonstrates the reduction of electricity generation fuel usage as 
portion of increased wind generation. By using the figures from the 4 selected days of wind 
generation in July, figures can be ascertained to establish the reduction of fuel usage that was 
achieved.  
 
 
 
Figure 4-17; Reduction of electricity generation fuel usage as proportion of increased wind 
generation (SEI, 2004)  
 
On the 16
th
  and 2
nd
 of July, there was a base load of 340 MW and 371MW.Both these wind 
power generated contributed to 19% of the minimum system demand on those particular 
days. By using the graph to ascertain the conventional plant fuel usage saving, there was 23% 
fuel saving with the fuel saver dispatch method, while there was a 27% fuel saving by using 
the forecast dispatch method. Furthermore, the wind generated on 16
th
 July contributed to a 
base load of 10% of the maximum system demand required on that day. This gave a fuel 
saving of 9% if the fuel saver dispatch method was utilized while giving a 13% saving by 
using the forecast dispatch method. Also, the wind generated on the 2
nd
 July contributed to 
11% of the maximum system demand. This gave a conventional fuel usage saving of 24% 
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using the fuel saver dispatch method of operation, while the forecast dispatch method would 
have given a 28% saving on conventional fuel usage.  
However, in contrast to the days examined previous, the 12
th
 and the 29
th
 of July, the wind 
power generated from all the wind farms in Ireland contributed to less than 1% of the 
minimum and maximum system demand. This means that the low base loads of wind power 
produced did not contribute to any fuel savings for those two particular days.  
 
4.3.5. CO2 Emission Savings  
 
 
 
Figure 4-18; Impact of wind generation on carbon emissions (SEI, 2004) 
 
A similar approach to the fuel savings has been taken to establish the amount of CO2 
emissions that has been saved by using wind power generation rather than using conventional 
generators to produce electricity for the four selected days in July. The previous graph 4.18 
extrapolates the rate at which the percentage of wind energy increases compared the rate of 
CO2 emissions decreases using both the fuel saver method and the forecast dispatch. 
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 On 2
nd
 and the 16
th
 of July, there was a 19% wind generation contribution towards the 
overall minimum system demand. This led to a 21% saving in CO2 emissions by using wind 
generation rather than conventional generation technologies in both the fuel saver dispatch 
and the forecast dispatch. 
 
However, during 12
th
 and the 29
th
 of July, there was less than 1% wind generation. This 
significantly low amount meant than there was very little amounts of wind energy being 
utilized in the national grid. This meant that it was conventional power generation that was 
required to generate power to meet the system demand for these particular days. Therefore 
with little wind contribution there were only small amounts of CO2 emission savings of less 
than 1%.    
 
4.3.6. Cost Comparison of wind generation in the grid on the selected 
days in July  
 
 
Using the cost simulation model described earlier, the aim is to investigate the cost of wind 
energy production for the selected days and to establish which of the days were most cost 
effective. The cost comparison wind energy includes costs of operation and maintenance plus 
the capital costs of installing the technology for the wind turbines. Similarly, for the 
conventional technologies the cost comparison includes costs for the capital costs of 
installing the technology, operation and maintenance and the cost of fuel the plant to generate 
electricity. This has been found the most accurate way of comparing the costs on a like for 
like basis. The model also assumes that all generating plants are in operating providing the 
percentage of energy equivalent to their overall generation fuel mix supplied in the pie charts 
earlier.  
 
On the 2
nd
 July the maximum system demand required in Ireland was 3406 MW. A base load 
of 371 MW wind power contributed towards a maximum system demand of 3406 MW. The 
cost of wind generation including a 31.2% operating reserve was €30,218 per MWh. This 
compares to a cost of €229,000 per MWh for the remaining 3035MW. Overall the maximum 
demand cost was €259,218 per MWh on 2nd July 2010.  
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On the 12
th
 July, the maximum system demand required to supply electricity to the country 
was 3428 MW. There was a base load of only 6 MW of wind power generated. The total cost 
of wind generation including providing 1.8 MW of operational reserve was €483 per MWh. 
This compares to a cost of €266,000 to provide the balance of 2422 MW from conventional 
power generation. The overall maximum demand cost was €266,483 per MWh on 12th July 
2010.  
 
However, on the 16
th
 July 2010, the maximum system demand required was 3411 MW. There 
was a base load of 340 MW of wind generated power including 106 MW of operational 
reserve at a cost of €27,670. The balance of the power from conventional generation cost 
€228,000 for 3071 MW of power. This gave an overall maximum demand cost of €255,670 
per MWh.  
 
While on the 29
th
 July 2010, the maximum system demand required was 3350MW. There 
was a base load of only 19 MW of wind generated power throughout the country. This 
equated to a cost of €1,552 that included operational reserve of 6 MW. The balance of power 
that was generated through conventional methods cost €256,000 for 3331 MW. Therefore, 
the overall maximum demand cost €257,552 per MWh.  
 
 
4.3.7. Security of Supply  
 
A secure energy supply is a key requirement for building economic growth and social well 
being. Energy must be affordable as well as secure. Wind energy is supported on the basis of 
its contribution principally to environmental responsibility and security of supply. Within the 
context of current energy economics, it has been recognized that there can be challenges with 
marrying renewable energy with cost competitiveness.  
 
Wind energy generally contributes positively towards security of supply by increasing the 
indigenous share of energy support and thereby reducing the risks associated with the 
dependence of imported fossil fuel delivery and volatility.  
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There are a number of issues associated with the integration of wind power in a system 
operation and development. Wind power may be able to displace a significant amount of 
conventional generation, but there are issues over system operation cost on whether wind 
generation will be able to replace the capacity and flexibility of conventional generation 
plant. Furthermore, the location of these new sources will be of considerable importance as 
the best wind locations are often rural areas, away from the heavy demand sources of towns 
and cities.  
 
The figure 4.19 demonstrates the wind power forecasted against the wind power actually 
generated during July 2010. 
 
 
Figure 4-19 : Wind power generation in Ireland in relation to wind power forecast for July  
 
The uncertainty of wind forecasting can be seen from the graph 4.19 for July 2010. The 22
nd 
of July seen a large discrepancy between the actual wind generation and the forecasted wind 
generation in Ireland. By reducing the forecast error to a minimum, it facilitates short run 
operation of the electricity generation system with wind power.  
 
Furthermore from the graph, it may be observed that there is a large variability in the wind 
power production. This variability varies in short periods of time giving inconstant power to 
the national grid.  
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Given that wind is intermittent, it will be necessary to retain a significant amount of 
conventional plant to ensure security of supply especially where there are instances of high 
demand and low wind. The capacity value will therefore be limited and it is not possible for 
wind power to replace conventional power on a megawatt to megawatt basis. Furthermore, 
given that wind power is variable and difficult to predict, various forms of additional reserves 
will be needed to be made available to maintain the balance of supply and demand at all 
times.   
Wind, as a natural resource, lends itself to statistical analysis and physical forecasting. 
Multiple prediction tools, based upon statistical properties and historical data, are available. 
Forecasts are made upon the physical description of wind fields or according to statistical 
methods. The forecasting of wind power output can therefore lead to forecast errors. The 
larger the forecast error, the more costs it will entail.   
 
 
 
Figure 4-20 : Accuracy of wind forecasting compared to actual wind generation on 1
st
 July 
2010  
The inaccuracies of wind forecasting can be further demonstrated from the graph 4.20 above. 
On the 1
st
 July 2010, the wind generation and wind forecast show considerable discrepancies. 
At 10am, there was a difference of 196 MW between the actual wind generation and the 
forecasted generation.  
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Figure 4-21 : Maximum wind power generation in Ireland for July 2010  
 
 
The high variability of wind power production meant that 1090MW of power was the 
maximum amount of wind power generated.  However, there are severe dips in power 
production. The minimum wind power generated in July was 6 MW. These dips in power 
mean that the variable nature of the wind power generation system rely heavily on backup to 
compensate for the balance. It is necessary that the demand is met continuously, so 
operational reserve is an essential requirement to maintain a constant supply of power at all 
times. From the graph 4.21, wind power generation does not give a constant security of 
supply so conventional generation cannot become obsolete.  
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5.0. Discussion  
This paper presents an adequate simulation tool to ascertain the impact of wind power in the 
power system Ireland. The Fuel Cost Comparison examines the cost effect wind generation 
has to the supply network compared to conventional generation. The Practical Scenario 
Assessment investigates displacement of conventional fuel usage, impact to the environment, 
cost comparison between selected days and security of supply. Therefore, this analysis 
provides insight into the complex interaction between wind power and conventional 
generation in the Electricity Supply Industry.  
 
5.1. Cost  
 
The Cost Simulation Model was derived to investigate the cost impact wind power generation 
has on the Electricity Supply Industry. The benefit of wind production is that there are no fuel 
costs that can be affected by the market stability and external factors unlike the other 
conventional power generation available in Ireland.  Wind generation has relatively low 
operation and maintenance costs but there are still high capital costs for integration into the 
network.  
 
The generation mix 4.2 in the analysis demonstrates the percentage of fuel mix currently 
employed in Ireland. Of all of the utilized fuels in the generation mix, 96.2% is contributed 
from gas, coal, peat and wind production. Gas and coal power generation are highly volatile 
to market prices and are susceptible to price hikes. Ireland is dependent on importing these 
fuels from other countries; consequently, security of supply is at risk as. In addition, peat is a 
resource that is depleting and within a number of years power generation from peat will 
become obsolete. Therefore wind energy offers an abundant natural resource that is 
impervious to market price fluctuations.  
 
The analysis also demonstrated that in order to accommodate intermittent generation it may 
be necessary to retain significant proportion of conventional plant to ensure security of 
supply. This is especially evident under the conditions of high demand and low wind. Hence, 
the capacity value of intermittent generation will be limited as it will not be possible to 
displace conventional generation on a megawatt for megawatt basis.  
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In addition, intermittent generation is not easily predicted, which means various forms of 
additional reserves will be needed to maintain the balance between supply and demand at all 
times. Taking this into account, wind energy production is more costly than conventional 
generation when considering capital cost, operation and maintenance, and fuel requirement 
basis. Wind energy’s susceptibility to variability means that a plant margin supply of 31.2 % 
is necessary to provide adequate insurance for a secure supply to the network.  
 
The cost simulation model has shown that it costs €95,349 per 1238 MW for a generation 
mix excluding wind whereas it costs €95,943 for the same amount of electricity. This amount 
may not seem like a major difference but if this figure was taken in the context of long 
periods of months or years then a considerable difference would be evident.  
 
The analysis also illustrates that the overall cost of generation is more cost effective for 
electricity production when wind is connected to the grid even though there is no operational 
reserve. This scenario, at the moment due to high variability of wind power production, is 
unlikely to occur because operational reserve is necessary in maintaining the balance to meet 
consumer demand. Therefore, having no wind on the grid is more cost effective than wind 
with an operational reserve. The analysis also investigates how the level of wind penetration 
affects the cost of network operation during winter peak and summer valley period. This 
concludes that it is also more cost effective having no wind on the grid as the level of 
penetration is exponential to the cost.  
 
In the practical scenario assessment, four days in July were assessed to compare the cost 
comparison of wind utilization using the cost simulation model. The results are shown in 
table 5 below: 
Date Base Load 
Wind 
Generation  
MW 
Conventional 
Generation  
MW 
Maximum 
System 
Demand MW 
Cost of 
Generation   
 € MW/h 
2
nd
 July  371 3035 3406 €259,218 
12
th
 July  6 3422 3428 €266,483 
16
th
 July  340 3071 3411 €255,670 
29
th
 July  19 3331 3350 €257,552 
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Table 5 demonstrates the cost of electricity production per megawatt hour of the maximum 
system demand on each of the particular days. The cost of generation does not vary between 
the four days, considering to the amount of wind energy penetrating the network. However, 
on closer inspection, the days where conventional plant is utilized more, it is slightly more 
expensive then wind power with operational reserve. The days with the high amount of wind 
generated power were less expensive than the days with lower wind penetration. This was 
due to larger amounts of conventional technology required to generate more electricity 
because of higher system demands for those particular days. As examined previous, more 
wind penetration on the grid, requires more cost.  
 
The barrier that is making wind energy production more costly is the additional reserve 
required to deal with variability and to maintain a constant supply. In order to deal with this 
cost issue, there needs to be changes in the wind energy production so that wind energy 
production can become more cost competitive with conventional generation. Such changes 
would include reducing the level of reserve required by increase the reliability of the variable 
wind power output and also a reduction in capital cost of connecting wind energy to the grid.  
 
5.2. Intermittency and Balancing   
 
Wind power ebbs and flows over time, mainly due to meteorological fluctuations. The 
variation in wind speed, coupled with variability in electrical demand makes it to difficult to 
balance supply and demand through wind generation. At all times, the power output of the 
connected generation to a power system must be equal to the total power demand plus the 
loss in the system. If there is a temporary loss or excess of generation then overload of the 
system frequency will arise. To integrate wind farms in the electricity network, it is essential 
that these variations are understood so that optimal utilization can be made. The variability of 
wind into power output will smooth out if there is a large geographical spread of wind farms 
in the country. Currently in Ireland there are 143 wind farms dispersed around the country 
with a total installed capacity of 1679.3 MW.  
 
However, in the practical scenario assessment undertaken in the analysis, base load output for 
selected days were analyzed for the month of July. On the 2
nd
 and 16
th
 of July, wind 
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production contributed towards 11% and 10% of the maximum system demand for those 
particular days. Yet, on the 12
th
 and the 29
th
 of July, wind power production only produced a 
base load of 6 MW and 19 MW of electricity from the collective 143 wind farms across 
Ireland. 6 MW of power is the equivalent of two 3MW wind turbines operating at full 
capacity. This variability of wind energy production is one of the major disadvantages of 
having wind energy in a country like Ireland where the land mass size is relatively small so 
wind speeds don’t differ hugely from one end of the country to the other.  
 
5.3. Ireland V Denmark  
 
Ireland is often compared to Denmark in terms of wind resource. However, Ireland is limited 
in terms of interconnection with others countries whereas Denmark has a secure 
interconnection with Sweden, Norway and Germany. Denmark has the world’s highest 
concentration of wind turbines per head of population. These produce the equivalent of about 
a fifth of its annual demand for electricity. However, around half of it cannot be directly used 
or even stored within the borders at the moment of generation. The remainder of Denmark’s 
annual production of wind electricity has to be exported. This is often done at cheap or 
dumping prices to secure the operational integrity of its domestic power transmission system. 
Ireland is considered to have weak national grid with poor interconnectivity. If Ireland was to 
increase its wind penetration compared to the levels of Denmark, then there would be wasted 
generation costs due to Ireland’s weak interconnections. Ireland would require 
interconnections that would give it the ability to sell the abundance of wind power generated 
to UK or even rest of Europe and make wind power an efficient export when not required. 
 
5.4. Displacement of Conventional fuel usage  
 
Wind power production utilizes the abundance of the natural resource that Ireland is gifted 
with, so the large amounts of wind capacity available for production means that Ireland can 
be less dependent on conventional methods of electricity production. This wind production 
has the ability to displace conventional generation and the fossil fuel requirement.  
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In the practical scenario assessment, it was established that wind power production could 
displace conventional fuel usage. The analysis examined four days in July and discovered 
that on the 16
th
 and 2
nd
 of July, wind energy had the ability to displace 23% and 27% of fuel 
usage through fuel dispatch methods and forecast dispatch methods of production. To analyse 
this amount of fuel displacement, Lanesborough Power Station has a capacity of 100 MW 
and consumes 840,000 tonnes of peat on an annual basis. There would have been a fuel 
saving of 28,560 tonnes of peat equivalent for 340 MW of wind energy production into the 
national grid.  
 
Conversely, the practical scenario assessment also examined two other days in July. During 
the 14
th
 and the 29
th
, the wind power generated from all the wind farms in Ireland contributed 
to less than 1% of the minimum system demand. This means that the base load of wind power 
produced did not contribute to any fuel savings on those particular days.  
 
5.5. CO2 emission 
 
The incorporation of wind power generation into the generation portfolio decreases operating 
fuel costs and CO2 emissions. In order to obtain an accurate assessment of how changes in 
the generation portfolio impact the CO2 emissions, an hourly chronological unit commitment 
and economic dispatch models were used; a fuel saver dispatch and a forecast dispatch. Such 
detailed modelling is required if the complex interactions between generation units is to be 
simulated with sufficient accuracy. The graph 4.18, courtesy of Sustainable Energy Authority 
of Ireland, takes into account the primary influencing factors on operating costs, generation 
unit efficiency and fuel costs but exclude minimum load points, ramp rates. It then links 
between volumes of usage and allows for the CO2 savings which can be achieved through the 
introduction of wind power generation.   
 
Similarly to the displacement of fuel assessment, the CO2 emissions that were saved on the 
2
nd
 and the 16
th
 of July amounted to 21% reduction in emissions by having a 19% wind 
generation contribution towards the network. However, the 12
th
 and 29
th
 of July, there were 
less than 1% wind penetration on the grid so the amount of CO2 emissions saved were 
minimal.  
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5.6. Security of Supply  
 
Security of supply from wind power generation can be considered in two ways. The first is 
that on a day to day basis, wind power is intermittent and unreliable. The second is in the 
long term, that wind generation in Ireland does not depend on foreign markets and is a secure 
supply of electricity.  
 
On the day to day basis, wind is intermittent. It depends largely on the forecasting of wind 
power to predict the levels of wind for production. Forecasting wind power helps to keep 
down the system costs with dealing with variable output generation. The forecast accuracy 
can contribute to minimizing the probability of an unexpected gap between scheduled and 
actual system load, thus avoiding last minute deployment of expensive reserve power. 
Forecasting of the output of the wind farms is not essential to achieve high wind penetrations, 
but should be seen as a means of reducing system operation cost. Forecasts are only models 
and are yet to be 100% accurate. This can be backed up by the analysis carried out in the 
practical scenario assessment. On the 1
st
 July, the actual wind generation was plotted against 
the forecasted wind generation. At 10am, there was a discrepancy of 196 MW. This level of 
inaccuracies leads to forecast errors which mean it is necessary for high levels of spinning 
reserve to compensate for the balance in power.  
 
Alternatively, a secure energy supply is a key requirement for building economic growth. 
Wind energy penetration on the national grid contributes towards reduction in importing 
fossil fuels such as oil, gas and coal to supply electricity to the country’s consumers. With 
greater amounts of wind energy, there is less dependence on market inflated prices because 
Ireland has an abundant of natural wind resource that provides the country with some of the 
highest wind speeds in Europe.  
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6.0. Conclusion & Recommendations  
 
6.1. Conclusion  
 
Ireland has already an installed a renewable energy capacity of 1737 MW of which wind 
generation is 1679.3 MW. It is expected that Ireland will further install a large portions of 
wind energy in order to respond to the climate change problems and meet national and 
European Union targets for renewable electricity production. This new, clean generation will 
replace conventional generation plant that is more harmful to the environment by using fossil 
fuels.  
 
Due to additional reserves required, wind energy generation costs are presently more 
expensive than those from conventional generation. This is likely to change in the future with 
higher gas and fossil fuel prices and a reduction in the capital costs of wind energy plant. But 
wind penetration on the grid has benefits to Ireland. In terms of security of supply, wind 
energy penetration means there is less reliance on the importing fuel from countries that are 
susceptible to inflation.  The CO2 emission reductions mean that Ireland can meet its 
European Targets and Kyoto Protocol targets for reduction in emissions by utilizing wind 
energy.  
 
If Ireland is to meet the renewable energy electricity generation targets, wind farms must be 
treated like generators rather than as negative loads on the distribution system. Wind turbines 
and wind farms therefore have to provide many of the functions that are currently provided 
by the conventional generation plant in operation.  
 
Clearly meeting variable demand with intermittent and inflexible generation will be a major 
challenge for secure operation of sustainable electricity networks in the future. Wind, by its 
very nature is variable and intermittent but with the appropriate infrastructure, wind can 
become a resource is which Ireland generate in huge abundance and benefit the consumer in 
terms of security of supply and  environmental responsibility and also cost competitiveness.  
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6.2. Recommendations  
 
Wind farms in Ireland are best situated at areas with good wind resource. However, these 
areas are not always in close proximity to the demand centers such as the large towns or 
cities. Ireland’s electrical network is an island grid system consisting of weak 
interconnections. With increasing wind connection to this grid, significant changes in the 
voltage at the connection point will occur and ultimately have a low fault level. Therefore, in 
stronger the grids, there is a smaller chance that wind turbines will cause voltage quality 
problems to the national grid.  Further improvements in the wind power generation would be 
an increase in the efficiency of wind forecasting. This would reduce spinning reserve and 
overall costs of wind energy. Also, with the addition of interconnectors, Ireland could expand 
their wind generation programme and trade energy and electricity with the UK and the rest of 
Europe.  
 
6.2.1. Improvements in wind forecasting  
Considerable work and progress needs to be achieved in the area of wind forecasting. This is 
an essential area for wind generation progression and for it to become a more effective 
generating technology. The ability to increase wind penetration levels on the national grid is 
due to limitations in terms of size and weak interconnection to other synchronous systems.  
Furthermore, in the past, the relatively low level of predictability of wind power has been one 
of the major issues to increasing the level of wind penetration on the national grid. These low 
levels of predictability increase the costs associated with operational reserve and balancing 
intermittent wind generation.  
 
However, due to ensemble predication methods, wind forecasting has improved giving the 
TSO a more reliable forecasting mechanism. It is imperative that forecasting wind error is 
minimized further so that forecasting wind generation on the Irish grid is both accurate and 
has the ability to provide quantitative information on the uncertainty of forecasts.  
 
With lower forecast errors, short term forecast can become more reliable. This will lead to 
much less spinning reserve as it will reduce the balancing costs and aid in maintaining power 
system security and stability. This is especially important on a weak island grid system like 
Irelands.  
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6.2.2. Load management   
 
This may be an efficient way of overcoming voltage quality constraints in relation to wind 
power. The effect on the weak grid is minimized by controlling the nearby consumer loads to 
match the wind power production. The introduction of load management is applicable for 
maintaining the voltage level within given limits. Examples of loads that may be controlled 
are all kinds of heaters and refrigeration as well as desalination plants.  
 
This may not be appropriate in all areas. This may due to the consumer and the wind power 
not being present in a nearby area. Also these may be technical implication of connection 
directly as well as the consumer incorporating higher costs than connecting to national grid.  
However, the introduction of wind power and load management in conjunction with energy 
demanding process plants may be a relevant in certain circumstances. Assuming that the wind 
energy to be less costly than the electricity from the national grid, it may be suitable for some 
high consumers of electricity that are situated within wind energy locality. This would reduce 
grid losses, release grid capacity and improve the voltage quality relative to running the 
process plant.  
 
 
6.2.3. Dissipation of wind energy  
 
Dissipation of wind energy can be implemented to counteract flicker.  The concept of 
dissipation of wind power for maintaining the steady-state voltage level within limits is 
already implemented at the Cronalaght wind farm in Ireland as part of a Thermie funded 
project. The wind farm consists of five 600 kW wind turbines, a wind-farm control system 
and a voltage control unit (VCU). The VCU facilitates voltage-dependent reductions of the 
output power of the wind farm. This means that in the case when there is a risk of an 
unacceptably high-voltage at the grid due to the wind-farm output power, the VCU gives the 
wind farm control-system a signal to reduce the output power of the wind farm. The 
operation of the VCU is described by (Tande, 1999).  
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6.2.4. Wide geographical spread of wind farms  
 
Another option to make wind energy in the national grid more effective is to spread the wind 
farms over a wide geographic area. The aim is to mitigate for the variability of wind power. 
As the distances between the wind farms widen, theoretically wind speed correlations 
between different farms will begin to fall. This is primarily achieved through wind power 
variations in one part of the country balancing out with variations in another part of the 
country.  
 
However, in the Practical Scenario Assessment in the analysis, total wind generation 
contribution to the network was only 6 MW on the 12
th
 July 2010 for all the wind farms in 
Ireland. This is the equivalent of two 3 MW turbines in full operation. The problem is that 
Ireland’s land mass is relatively small and variations in wind speed do not vary in vast 
amounts to sufficiently supply adequate wind generation to the grid network to meet demand.  
 
6.2.5. Interconnection  
Interconnection of electricity networks brings significant benefits including the ability to 
trade electricity between countries. This would allow Ireland to rely on the generation 
capacity of neighboring counties and the rest of Europe for security of supply.  
Ireland is an island grid network with relatively weak interconnection and is somewhat 
isolated from Europe and even to the UK. An improvement in the interconnection would 
allow Ireland to trade wind generated energy with other networks. This would mean Ireland 
could expand its wind generation program to harness the abundance of wind energy. This 
wind energy could then be sold to the UK or even Europe to countries in demand.   
There is one major electricity interconnector between the Republic of Ireland and Northern 
Ireland electricity grids. The Louth to Tandragee interconnector consists of a 275 kV double 
circuit (two circuits on the same tower) overhead line. There are also two small 110 kV 
standby North-South Interconnectors, Strabane to Letterkenny and Enniskillen to 
Corraclassy, which allow the System Operator for Northern Ireland (SONI) and EirGrid to 
provide mutual short-term technical assistance.  
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Based on a recommendation from the CER and the Northern Ireland Authority for Utility 
Regulation (NIAUR), Ministers in the North and South of Ireland have decided that a second 
North – South Interconnector (SNIC) should be built. The construction of the Interconnector 
is being carried out by the Transmission System Operators in both jurisdictions (SONI and 
EirGrid) and the project is at preliminary design phase. The new 400 kV line will be located 
to the west of the existing interconnector and it is anticipated that the project will be complete 
by the end of 2012 (CER, 2010).  
The South - North Interconnector (SNIC) will significantly increase the electricity transfer 
capacity between the two systems. This will help to provide a high capacity path for power 
flows in the event of the loss of the existing circuits.  This will also help to reduce network 
operating costs, strengthen electricity supply on both power systems, support greater 
competition on an all-island basis and help in connecting increased levels of wind generation. 
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7.0. Appendix  
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